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I'OOL TARIFF
BILL
LA FOLLETTE MEASURE GOES
THROUGH AT AN UNEXPECT-
ED JUNCTURE
CTE LIKELY WILL AGSEE
REPRESENTATIVE UNDERWOOD
DECLARES HARMONY WILL
PREVAIL
IT is eesaSe udkeaskee.'
I
PROVISIONS IDENTICAL WITH
THOSE OF LAW VETOED BY
TAFT LAST SUMMER
V -
Washington, Jfuly 26. The senate's
unexpected passage of the La Follette
wool bill presents a situation upon
which House Majority-Leade- r Under-
wood thinks the two branches of .en- '
gress can agree. Mr. Underwood to
day Bald hd thought there would be
little difficulty in reaching a compro-
mise. In this case a bill almost iden
tical with the one President Tafs
voted on August 17, 1911, probably
will go to the White House within a
few weeks. The former bill was ve
toed on the ground that the tariff
board had not reported on Its Investi-
gation of Schedule K. Both housos
say the La Follette bill follows tho
conclusions of the board quite closer
The essential points of the La Fol
lette bill and the house bill are: Raw
wool La Follette bill 10 to 35 per
cent; house bill, 20 per cent. Wool
wastes and rags La Follette bill, 5
to 30 per cent; house bill 20 per cent.
Combed wool or tops La Follette bill
iO'por cent; housa --
Yarns La Follette bill, 40 per cent;!
house bill, 30 per cent. Clothes, ready
made clothing, knit fabrics, women's
dress goods, etc. La EpUettea bill, ES
per cent; house bill 35 to B0 per cent.
Carpets La Follette bill 35 per cent;;
GOVERNOR .CHARD3 DEAD..
Denver. July 50. William A. RicJi- -
ards, former governor of Wyoming,
who died yesterday of heart disease
at Melbourne, Australia, was born at
Hazelgreen, Wis., Man !i 9, 1849. He
was educated In the public schools of
Galena, HI., and as a young man came
west. lie married Kiss Alice Hunt
of Oakland, Calif., 2S,
1889 to 1893 Ricbimla was sur-
veyor general of Wyoming. He serv-
ed as governor of Wyomins? from 1S95
to 1899. Subsequently he became as-
sistant commissioner and commipsoln-e- r
of the general land office and at
the time of his death was commis
sioner of taxation of Wyoming. Gov
ernor Richards had accompanied a
land seeker's party to Australia.
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
San Francisco, July 26. Cross ex
amination of William H. Hannam, sec
retary of the Spreckels corporations,
was begun today in the federal Inquiry
Into the sugar trust before Special
Wilson B. Brlce.
Hannam, who has filled an uncom
fortable chair on the witness stand
for there daysv nas proved most inter
esting in his revelations nnder the
probing of James K. Knapp, assistant
United States district attorney In
charge of the Investlbatlon and In
spite of the witness' apparent reluct
ance to make positive replies to many
of the questions put to him, further
Important disclosures are expected
from him today.
STEAL AUTO TIRE8
Minneapolis, Minn., July 26. Ban-
dits today drove in an automobile
before the offices of a local tire man-
ufacturing company in a downtown
street, smashed a big, plate glass win-
dow and stole more than Jl 0,000
worth of automobile tires. Despite
the presence of numerous pedestrians
on the street, the bandits took no pre-
cautions against making a noise in
breaking the widow.
DEMOCRATS FAVOR
AN INC01SE M
PERSONS EARNING OVER $5,000 A.
YEAR TO BE FORCED TO
PAY TRIBUTE.
Washington, July 26. Democratic
senators in caucus today determined
to support the house excise tax bill,
virtually leaving an income tax on all
persons and 6o!l
business of more than $5,000- a year
and to reject the Borah income tax
bill offered as an amendment. There
was some opposition to his course.
Republican leaders were puzzled to
estimate how far the new alliance be
tween the democrats and progressives
would go in the action of the excise
tax bill, to be voted on today, and
the democratic free sugar bill tomor-
row. I,, j
The Income tax had many support
ers In .the caucus, among the demo
crats, who did not want to be com-
pelled to vote against a principle they
endorsed. In the hope, however, that
the progressives again could be held
in line and the excie bill passed, it
was decided to vote against amend
ments.
.
Of great significance, ohowever was
a tentative understanding reached as
to the course to be pursued in the
sugar tariff fight. Democratic lead-
ers believe they will be able, with the
aid of the progressives, to pass a
compromise sugar tariff bill, probably
that by Senator Bristow, taking at
least 40 or 60 cents per 100 pounds off
the-pres- duty of $1.90 on sugar. ;
,' Senator Smith of Georgia, making
the opening speech for the bill, said
he favored ,an income tax but could
not agree to substitute an Income
tax bill for the measure the house
had passed. Senator Borah, who had
Introduced an income tax bill, asked
for its readiilg but not immediate con-
sideration. He indicated he would
offer it as an amendment to tha house
bill later. ' '
The democratic senators passed a
resolution at their caucus saying that
while favoring an income tax, they
realized that ,with the pending amend-
ment to the constitution autihorlzing
such a tax now requiring the favor-
able vote of only two dates, it was
preferable to support the bill for an
excise tax," which, with the existing
corporation tax, would raise approxi-
mately an equivalent amount of reve-
nue. . i ' I
13 ROT. BOP
OYCAUCU
PROMINENT DEMOCRATIC CON-
GRESSMAN WILL VIOLATE
WILL OF PARTY. , v
to vote fpjattles:::73
THINKS SUCH IS HIS DUTY AS
PATRIOTIC CITIZEN1' OF
COUNTRY.
f) BY". POSITION
AS CHAIRMAN OF FOREIGN AF
FAIRS COMMITTEE HE SEES
NEED OF VESSELS. '
Washington, July 26. Chairman
Sulzer of the (house committee on for-
eign affairs, has written chairman
Burleson of the house democratic
caucus declaring his intention to vote
for a battleship program regardless
of the caucus which declared for no
ships this year.
"I have told Mr. Burleson that
whenever my vote is directed by pat
riotic motives I will ot be bound
by a scant majority In tne caucus,'
said Mr. Sulzer today.
Mr. Sulzer declareu 25 or 30 demo-
crats who participated in the last
caucus were ready tq vote for one or
more battleships.
"If enough republicans tapport JJie
senate program, we can pass it
through the house," said Mr. Sulzer.
He now is circulating a petition or
another caucus. The caucus endorsed
In general terms a B.ugar Dill which
Senator Williams later presented to
tne senate as a substitute to be vot-
ed on tomorrow. It would make a
reduction of 33 per cent nv. refined
and unrefined sugar, a reduction of 40
per cent on molasses and abolish the
duties, standard test and the differ-
entials in duty now existing
WEBB IS PROMOTED
Denver, Colo., July 26. It Is re--
ported here today that W. A. Webb,
formerly assistant to A. D. Parker,
vice president of the Colorado and
Southern railroad, has been made vice
president and general manager of the
Missouri, Kansas and Texas, a part
of the Hawley system. Ten years ago
he began railroading on the Colorado
and Southern in Denver aa steno
grapher to Receiver Frank Trumbull,
ARMY OFFICERS ARE
GIVEN ASSIGNMENTS
BIG CAMP MANEUVERS OF ELEV-
ENTH INFANTRY BROUGHT
TO A CLOSE
Laramie, Wyo., July 6. Many offi-
cers of the Eleventh infantry, now
encamped at Pole Mountain, are pre--j
paring' to leave. Major Lee will at--J
tend the war callege at Washington.
Captain Kitts is to be a paymaster at
San Antonio for troops along the Mex
ican border. Lieutenants Black and
Van Horn will attend the signal school
and Captain Meyer will go to the
military school at Fort Leavenworth,
General Smith leaves today for New
York to; "take command of one of the
divisions under General Bliss, who
:Wnl be In command of an army or
;20,000 men,' Colonel Williams will
command at Fort Russell and Coldel
pverine- wn be In command of th'a
Eleventh 'Infantry.
The Colorado National Guard, 12
companies strong, broke camp this
morning and- - will entrain here tomor-
row, morning for their several post,
being succeeded on Saturday by the
Nebraska and Wyoming National
Guards. '
Major A. E. Lane of this city. In
command of the hospital corps, will
report to the commanding officer' of
Company K., Wyoming National
Guard. Major R. B. West of Basin
will command the First battalion; M-
ajor Joseph Vavender of Cody, the Sec-
ond and Major Alfred N. Beach ofr
Newcastle the Third.
FCH HARRY K.
Till
JUDGE KEOUGH DECIDES SLAYER
OF WHITE IS STILL
INSANE.
CAiwEe.wuj TO TE FLi-LI- C
JURIST SAYS YOUNG MAN'S RE-
LEASE WOULD BE A -
MENACE.
'
LEK0T8Y
.; - BEAEISfi;.:'.ELD
PROCEEDINGS LEADING TO OPIN-
ION OF JUSTICE LASTED
EIGHTEEN DAYS.
White Plains, July 26. Harry kJ
Thaw, in the eyes of the law, still
is Insane and must remain in the asy-
lum where he was placed on Febru-
ary l, 1908, after he had killed Stan-
ford White. Justice Keough of the
supreme coutt today denied Thaw's
application for freedom. The court
took tine ground that Thaw's release
would be dangerous to public safety.
"The present writ was obtained,"
said Judge Keough, "on the ground
that Thaw now is sane and the ques
tion of his present sahity or insanity
was the subject of an Inquiry occupy
ing eighteen days, during which he
had the aid of the most able and
faithful counsel.
"My whole duty Is fully performed
when I decide the single question
presented for decision, namely: is
Harry K. Thaw at present sane or
insane, and would his release be dan
gerous to the public peace !and safe
ty?
Having listened to all the testi
mony, I of the opinion that Har-
ry K. Thaw is still insane and that
his discharge would be dangerous to
the public peace and satety."
ine writ of naceas corpus upon
which Thaw obtained his temporary
release from the Matteawan State
Hospital Is dismissed and the court
orders that Thaw be returned to the
custody of the superintendent of that
institution."
Thaw procured a copy of the deci-
sion shortly after It had been render-
ed. He read it only with seeming In-
difference.
THE WARREN FUNERAL.
Denver, Colo., July 26. The fun-
eral of the late Bishop Henry White
Warren, will be held next Monday af-
ternoon at 2 o'clock. Services will
be held at Trinity Methodist Episco-
pal church.
..;.''.
L TODAY IN CONGRESS
I
Washington, July 26. Senate: Con-
vened at noon. r
Adopted Joint resolution appropri-
ating fp,0W more to fight the army
worm In the south.
Democrats in caucus decided to
Support house , excise tax bill, as
against the Borah income tax bill,
introduced as an amendment.
Agreed to conference report of nav-
al appropriations bill with exception
of battleship and torpedo boat pro-
visions, which house Insisted should
be eliminated, and sent It back for
further consideration.
.
House: Convened at noon." ' i
Resumed consideration of the' gen-
eral deficiency appropriation bill.
Territories committee considered
'Alaskan legislation assembly bill
passed by senate. , .
LOPEZ REAPPOINTED.
Washington, July 26. Presi- -
dent Taf t today sent to the i
senate the nominations of six- -
teen postmasters In New Mex- -
ico, including Robert W. Hop- -
fr kins at Alonquerque, Ignacio
Lopez at Las Vegas and Ar- -
thur H. Rockafellow at Ros- -
well. r
AT ELEVENTH
1101)11
ATTORNEY DAVIS FOR THE
BROTHERS TESTI-
FIES fN DARROW CASE.
DECISION TO FLEAO GUILTY
WA8 NOT REACHED UNTIL SHORT
TIME BEFORE ENIERING
COURT ROOM,
WOHKING F03 BEST TERMS
AT FIRST IT WAS THOUGHT J. J.
McNAMAtRA WOULD GET
ONLY TEN YEARS.
Los Angeles, Cal., July 26. Le- -
Compte Davis, formerly an attorney
for the McNamara resumed
the stand In the bribery trial of Clar-
ence S. Darrow today and on cross ex-
amination told of his connection with
the compromise pleas of guilty enter,
ed by the Imprisoned dynamiters De-
cember l, 1911.
Davis testified that the final agree-
ment by which James B. McNamara
was to be sentenced to life imprison-
ment, while John J. McNamara was
to be given a fifteen year term in the
penitentiary. Was not definitely set-
tled until n o'clock on the day they
entered their pleas of guilty.
The witness explained, however,
that previous to Monday, November
27, the day before Bert H. Franklin,
former McNamara detective, was ar-
rested for jury bribing, a tentative
agreement by which J. J. McNamara
was to be sentenced to a ten year
term had been made. Davis said he
knew of J. J.'s willingness to accept
such a sentence bv.t had not told
Fredericks of it, as he stM hoped to
prevent the former secretary-treasure- r
of the Internationa' Association
of Bridge and Srtuctural Iron Work-
ers from having tq take any punish-
ment
Davis stated that while he has lat-
er been told the plans for a compro-
mise in the McNamara case in an ef-
fort to effect more peaceful rela-
tions between capital and lahor had
been projected by Lincoln Steffens,
the writer, as early as November 20,
1911, It was not until two days later
that he learned of it.
DRUNKEN BRAWLS ARE
CHARGED TO SOLDIERS
MILITIA AND REGULARS IN CAMP
IN WISCONSIN ACCUSED OF
BAD CONDUCT.
Chicago, July 26. Officials of the
war department today ordered a
searching investigation of conditions
existing at Camp Douglas, Wisconsin,
wnere it has been charged by some
spectators of the army maneuvers
that soldiers and militia have been
engaged in drunken brawls In Doug-
las and that women have been Insult
ed and attacked by the soldiers.
.General Ramsey D. Potts, com-
mander of the Central division em-
bracing the regular army troops in
nineteen states, upon hearing of the
report, telegraphed to Major Carl B.
Rlchman, chief umpire in charge of
the maneuvers, ordering him to ascer-
tain the truth "of the charges and the
extent to which the regulars were in-
volved.
.
A NIGMT ATTACK
Laramie, Wyo., July 26. A midnight
attack between the Red and Blue ar
mies at the Pole Mountain maneu-
vers will be the program for tonight,
the first of these maneuvers to be held
this year. The Red army, consisting
of the Ninth cavalry and the Fourth
field artillery, will attempt to surprise
the Blue, consisting of the Eleventh
Infantry, using army strategy assisted
by telegraphy and signals. A sham
battle yesterday resulted In a victory
for the attacking cavalry In a day-
light surprise. . ,
erals who are being sent westward
of the City of Chihuahua to disperse
the rebels now congregated at Made
ra preparatory to marching into So-
nora. '
The rebels have been collecting all
their artillery at Pearson, where they
have been making repairs at- the ma-
chine shops of the Pearson Lumber
company, an English concern, direct
ed by Dr. W. S. Pearson of New
York. The repairs having been made,
the artillery has been started east
ward 'for the Sonora campaign. Eigh
teen wagon loads of artillery ammu-
nition was sent with tne guns. Be
sides their' field pieces, the exact
number of which has been kept con-
cealed,, the rebels haVe a number of
machine guns but they are known at
the present time to be short of am-
munition. ;
Japanese Make Protest.
Madera, Chihuahua, Mex., July 26.
'A protest against the treatment ac-
corded the Japanese residents of Ma-
dera has been filed with the Japanese
.minister at Mexico City by M. Fugit- -
ti, Japanese jefe at this place. Japan-es- e
merchants and farmers in and
around Madera have been heavy los-
ers since the rebels came. One Japan-
ese farmer places his losses on stock
alone at thirty thousand pesos and on
growing crops fifty thousand. The
Japanese say they hope their protest
will cause the Japanese government
to make representations to the Unit-
ed States which will result in Ameri
can intervention in Mexico to stop
the outrages.
EMPEROR'S LIFE
IS EBBING AWAY
SUSPENSE IN JAPANESE CAPITAL
INTENSE WHEN BAD NEWS
IS KNOWN.
Tokio, July, 26. The suspense In
the capital has been Intense since
the regular bulletin issued at noon
showed that the condition of the Jap
anese emperor became worse. A bul-
letin issued at the evening contained
merely the words: No change, and
this only served to increase the feel-
ing of anxiety
It is plainly evident that his ma
jesty's condition is extremely grave
and that the physicians are doing
their utmost to sustain the remaining
feeble spark of life. At 10 o'clock
the great park outside the entrances
to the palace grounds presented a re
markable sceiie. Thousands of peo-
ple were gathered unuer the dwarf
pine trees, many praying and all
showing sorrowful arfxiety. Among
the upper branches of the magnifi
cent pine, trees surrounding the pal
ace, high above the outer park, pa-
per lanterns, showing a recognition
of the homage of the multitude, occa-
sionally swung as If showing that the
vital spark still lingered and convey-
ing a message of aope to the people.
Ambassador Returns Home.
St. Petersburg, July 26. The ag
gravation of the condition of tealth
of the emperor of Japan has decided
Prince Taro Katsura. former premier
of Japan, to return to Japan by way
of Moscow. He intends to leave St.
Petersburg Sunday.
'
FIRES IN' ALASKA
Skagway, Alaska, July 26. Forest
fires still are raging near here and a
high wind is spreading the flames, j
The loss of wood, and timber Is very i
large. Korncastle, a famous tourist
resort, on the mountainside, 1,500 feet
above Skagway, was destroyed by fire j
yesterday, but Skagway Is not in dan- -
ger.
DISSOLUTION PLANS
Washington, July 26. Details of the
planiof the meat packrs for dissolu-
tion of the National Packing company
were presented to Attorney General
Dickersham, tc,ay by James H,
United States attorney at Chi-
cago. The department of justice Is
not yet prepared to Say If the plan Is
satisfactory.
Ralph Crews, counsel for the pack-
ers, assured the attorney general that
the assets of the companies have been
actually divided among the Swift,
Morris and Armour Interests.
OROZCO'8 MEN LAY DOWN RIFLES
TO PIC) UP THE RAIL-
WAY SHOVEL. ,
EE HAY EE EEIMEHASSED
-
IT APPEARS NOW THAT HE WILL
LEAVE JUAREZ WiTH OF-
FICERS ONLY.
FEEE1ALS NEAH CEISUAEliA
TMEY WILL MARCH TO MADERA
TO DISPERSE THE INSUR-- '
RECTO ARMY.
Juarez, Mex, July 26. Th? rebel
commandeis and a generous sprink
ling of colonels- here today find them
selves with an immediate command
of only three hundred men. Pascual
urozco, commander-ln-cbie- f of the
Mexican revolutionists, is confronted
with a curious problem. If he does
not hasten ibis long delayed evacua
tion of the border city, he may be
able to evacuate with none other than
himself and staff officers.
His army here is dwindling rapidly.
Ozorco has an army, but It is scat-
tered over northern Chihuahua and
eastern Sonora. '
A condition responsible for the
situation here is that more men have
been Bent out of Juarez ttiau original-
ly planned and, besides, thpre Is a
steady desertipn of soldiers 'who lay
aside the rifle to accept a section
"hand's shovel on an American rail-jinc- e
way. the coming of the rebel
army :.o the border, deserters have
contim ed to, flock into the United
States to be r ecruited, rapidly by em-
ployment ag'iinc'.es.'" The federal
army, which tUree times has defeat-
ed the rebel forces, Is approaching
slowly jfrom tlhe south and the rebel
bands are burring Into the newly
planned campaign In Sonora.
General Orozco tills afternoon an-
nounce as unauthorized the demand
which Was made upon the Madera
companies for $100,u000 gold with a
threat o destroy the Mexico North-
western railroad If it was not paid.
Orozco declares the demand was not
authorized by him and that, he will
not permit the wanton destruction of
the railroad. The rebel force at Ma-
dera has been reduced to 50 men.
Will Not Abandon Chihuahua.
El Paso, Tex., July 26. General
Pascual Orozco declared today he has
no' idea of abandoing the state of
Chihuahua, He said (he will leave
several thousand men in Chihuahua
to carry on a guerilla warfare. Or-
ozco says ha does not expect a bat-
tle with the federals at any time
soon. '
he skirmish ' near Ojitos several
days ago, in which federals under
Blanco were repulsed by a rebel van-
guard under Major Casarus, showed,
said Orozco, that the federals are
not ready to put up a strong fight.
Colonel Alfonso, with seven nundred
men, is now In command at Madera
and no further disorders have oc-
curred. .
Holding Up a Railroad.
As a result of the conference of
Rebel Generals .Orozco, Salazar and
Caraveo In Juarez today, it is' claimed
a demand for 1100,000 in gold has
been made by the rebels of the Mexi-
co Northwestern; railroad. Unless
this sum Is paid, It is said, the entire
road from Juarez to Casas Grandes
will be destroyed. Officials of the
road have been In communication
with the Madera headquarters, but
will not say the demand has been
made. The Mexico Northwestern is
owned by the Parsons interests.
Diaz Seriously III.
Mexico City, July 20. A special
Paris dispatch to a newspaper here
says that' Diaz is ser-
iously ill and that fatal results are
probable. No confirmation Is obtain-
able here.
Federals Chasing Rebels.
Madera, chihuahua, Mex., July 26.
Several small bands of federals are
house bill, 25 to 50 per cent. These
are the more striking comparisons.
When the house and senate conferees
reached a compromise a year ago, tho
raw wool duty waa comprlmesd at 29
per cent; wool waste at 29 per cent;
combed wool at 32 per cent; yarn at
35 per cent; ready made clothing at
49 per cent.
It will depend largely on the charac
ter of the conference committee, nam-
ed by the senate, whether a compro
mlse similar to that will be quickly ef-
fected. Last year1 republican leaders
refused to have anything further to do
with, the bill after it passed and the
senate named Senators La Follette,
republican, and Bailey and Simmons,
democrats, as the conferees to act
with Representatives , Underwood,
Ransdell and Harrison.
Should the republican senate lead-
ers determine to hold control of the
conference this time by naming two
regular republicans and one democrat,
the perfection of a wool bill in
might be delayed. Chairman
Underwood also sees a chance for tho
cotton revision at this session of con-
gress. -
"I am going to call the ways and
means committee to consider the ad-
visability of calling up our cotton bill,"
he said. . "Now that senate has
shown' a disposition to enact soma --
legislation giving the people tariff re-
lief we might as well take up cotton.
When the La Follette wool bill
reached the house today Majority
Leader Underwood demanded that It
be sent to conference and the senate
amendment be disagreed to. Repre-
sentative Payne of New York, re-
publican, objected. , Accordingly tho
naming of the conferees was put ovct
until tomorrow.
BURNS AND WHITE.
San Francisco, Cal., July 26.
Frankie Burns and Jack White, the
Chicago lightweight who won a deci-
sion from Owen Moran last Satur-
day, were signed yesterday for a 10
round fight in Oakland, August 7.
Burns stayed 16 rounds with Ad Wol-ga- st
and his fripnds declare that ly
he has been boxing In his old
time form.
iY
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STRUCTURES AT. VILLANUEVA,
WOMEN'S r
Sviits, Coats and Silk Dresses
i:: HALF PRICE '
Woo! and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirts and all Colored
Wash Goods,
'
: ONE THIRD OFF ;
CHOICE
of "what is left from our
line'of SUMMER MIL-
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HALF PRICE
MEN'S SUITS S9.98
Choice of what is left in Men's Suits, worth from $15.00 up
FOIL ONLY $9.98
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ALBUQUERQUE MERCHANT WILL
RESIDE ON PROPERTY
NORTH OF LAS VEGAS.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 26. Frank
H. Strong, of Strong Brothers, today
concluded negotiations for the purr
chase of the A, V. Manbv ranch, one
mile 'from Watrous, N. M., Ion the
main line of the Santa Fe, twenty
miles north of Las Vegas, and like-
wise closed a deal for the sale of n's
handsome .residence property at
Twelfth street and TIJeras road, this
city, to J. JB. Herndon, president of
the State National bank.' Mr. Strong,
Mrs. Strong and baby leave next
week for fhe. Manby place, where
they will reside indefinitely. Mr.
Strong will contiu ie to retain his in-
terests (n the eate.pri8esvcarrled on
by the Strong Brothers in Albuquer
que. The Manby property will here-
after be known as La Fuerta. Mr.
Strong will personally manage the
ranch, which is a splendid property
consisting acres of farming
and grazing land. The ranch is well
stocked with cattle, sheep, hogs and
chickens. The ranch Is also noted for
its banner alfalfa crops. Mr. Strong
will apply business methods to the
management of the ranch and the
property will doubtless Increase
greatly in value under his direction.
The citizens of Albuquerque will
hear with much regret of the intend-
ed departure of Mr. Strong, who for
many years has been prominently
identified with the growth and pros
perity of the city. He will continue
U be interested in' business affairs
here, however, and will visit the city
from time to time.
I I
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
I
San Francisco's lalo temple whl
coBt $100,000.
It is said that each year S 000 for
eign waiters find employment in Eng
land.
Coal miners in New Zealand have
procured an increase in pay and a
six-hou- r day. ,
British labor statistics show that
in fifteen years the cost of living
has increased 25 per cent.
One in seven of all the children
In the United States between ten and
fourteen are working for wages.
The A. F. and L. building trades
department is now recruited to its
full strength of eligible organizations.
Instead of wearing Labor Day suits
this year, the carpenters of Cleveland
voted that each member buy a share
of Labor Lyceum tock.
E. J. Brals, general secretary of the
Journeymen Tailor.' Union of Amer
ica, has been nominated for congress
from the Seventeenth Illinois district
on the socialist ticket
Legislation passed at the recent
convention of tha Tnifrnational Asso
ciation c. 3r.i?.He rimers malies it
obligatory for all members to receive
60 cents an hour before June 1, 1917.
The average wage received by
bricklayers la England is $9.72 per
week for fifty-tw- o and a half hours.
The bricklayera in Germany receive
n
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOi!
.Tytt-r-
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CLEARANCE SALE
of The Season, For YOU
CHOICE
of our entire line of
New and Desirable
PARASOLS .
HALF PRICE
South SictaPlflja
Si
Whalen, & Fowler Props
Yielding to the j demands of fifty
"hello girls" of Springfield, Mo., the
Missouri and Kansas Telephone com-
pany recently granted an increase of
pay and a monthly holiday. Better
working conditions were also assured
to the operators.
Representatives of the state and
national organization of the molders
trade have petitioned the New York
factory Investigating commission to
recommend legislation prohibiting the
employment of women In molding
shops of that state.
Surplus
$G0,C00.00
ttOSKINS, Cuhler
1
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itti demonstration
governors have lery tomorrow.
iignters. Govern
has a way of ma
'e the bargains shownhe believes In his Taichert's .Douglas
will fight for the
no hope. He is a
er, uses no extra
a sledge hammer and pounds his
ideas Into his listeners. He also has
some thoughts on the public' land
question which will arouse a great
deal of sympathy and meet with the
endorsement pf many people.
The political complexion of the
conference will be various. There
will be members of old and new par-
ties and some who are almost without
a party. It is freely felt, ihowever,
that all political, feelings will be
dropped and the different questions
assigned to the governors taken up
with the sole idea of casting as much
light upon them as possible.
The governors will te well enter-
tained during their stay in the capi-
tal of Idaho. Governor Hawley will
start the social features with a din-
ner at the executive mansion and ev-
ery evening will be filled after that.
The special train will carry the gov-
ernors to the great Shoshone Falls,
Thousand Springs. Twin Falls, the
Red Fish Lakes where they will see
ands enjoy the rugged scenery of the
west at its very best
In these days of high cost of living,
a medicine that gets a man up out
of bed and able to work in a few days
is a valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Bai. CaU had
kidney and bladder trenw
confined to his bed. unable to turn
without help. "I commenced using
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly
say I was reloieved at once," Ills ex-
ample is worth .following. O. G.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store
CONVENTION OF GIDEONS
Atlanta, Ga., July 26. "If you be-
long to Gideon's band," your proper
place is in Atlanta today. Nearly
only a fraction of the total num-
ber of Gideons, are here. The major
portions are busy selling goods over
the north, east, south and west and
wishing they. Weer in Atlanta.
The Gideons are members of the
Christian Traveling Men's association
of America, and this is their annual
International convention. The open-
ing session, which was held this
morning in the assembly room of the
Piedmont hotel, was devoted to re--
fports from National Secretary Nichol
son of Janesvllle, Wis., and other of-
ficers and state superintendents of
the associations. These reports show-
ed gratifying progress during the past
yean especially in the great mission
undertaken by the Gideons of plac-
ing a Bible In every guest room of
every hotel throughout the United
States and Canada. At the present
time, according to the reports, the
work is being continued at the rate of
about 5,000 Bibles a month.
Stssnssh Trcufs.3 cj
12 Yesrs' Standing
GIV83 Wsy ta Duty's
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MR. FRED F. ZINKV
Mrs. Fred F. Zink, 2228 Saratoga
St, New Orleans, La., writes of the
great good done her husband;
My husband sunered with stomach
trouble for over 12 years, during which
time he doctored with three doctors
who gave him no relief. ; He kept
growing worse, had to be very careful
as to what he ate, as things always
soured on his stomach, but, thank
God, after taking three bottles of
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey he was
entirely cured. He still takes it as a
tonic and we would never be without
it. He now looks fine and weighs 180
pounds. I can highly recommend it
to any one afflicted with stomach
trouble."
Dugy'sPuref. f 4t!S lsli?.t
Few diseases inflict upon their vic
tims greater suffering than do dyspep-
sia, indigestion and other stomach
troubles. If you have dyspepsia or
indigestion in any form you should use
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. Its ac-
tion is most natural. When taken at
mealtime it stimulates the mucous
surfaces and little glands of the stom-
ach to a healthy action, thereby im-
proving the digestion and assimilation
of the food and giving to the system
its full proportion of nourishment.
ouiu in seaiea ootties oniy oy orug
gists, grocers and dealers, or direct,
$1.00 a large bottle. Be fare you get
Duffy's and that the seal over the cork
is intact Our doctors will send you
advice free, together with a valuable
medical booklet on application.
Tbe Duffy Molt Whiskey Co., Rochester, H. T.
LOCA!
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MATTERS OF IMPORTANCE TO
WESTERN STATES WILL BE
DISCUSSED.
Boise, Idaho, July 26. Fourteen
western governors (have announced
their intention of being at Boise Aug-
ust 1 to attend the first annual meet-
ing of the Western Governors' asso-
ciation. The principal subjects to
be taken up at the conference will
be the various phases of the public
land questions in which the west is
interested ; good roads, the convict,
and a few other subjects receiving
more or less attention. The meeting
will last three days and will be fol-
lowed by a trip over the state of Ida-
ho In a special train provided for the
purpose by Boise Commercial club.
. The Western Governors associa-
tion is an outcome of the Western
Governors' special, the train which
was organized and sent through the
east by the Western Development
association under the presidency of
James H. Brady, former governor of
Idaho. There were nine ' western
governors on the special and they
formed the permanent organization
with Governor Edwin L. Norris of
Montana as president and Governor
Oswald West of Oregon as secretai.
All tSie public land states were in-
vited to join the movement and their
governors requested to be present at
the Boise conference. This includes
the states of Montana, Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, California, Utah, Ari-
zona, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexi-
co, North Dakota, 3outh Dakota, Ne-
braska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Nevada
and Minnesota, and the governors of
fourteen of these have already re-
sponded that they will be present.
The preliminary program as sent out
by Governor Norrjs is as follows:
"Employment and Reformation of
Convicts," Governor Oswald West of!
"
Oregon. -(
"The Good Roads Factor in West--;
ern Development," uovernor James
H. Hawley of Idaho.
"What the Panama-Pacifi- c Interna-
tional Exposition Means to. the Whole
West," Governor Hyram H. Johnson
of California. "
"Entertaining the Exposition Visitor
On His Journey Thz-oug- the West,"
Governor Tasker L. Oddie of Nevada.
"Conservation pf Water Power,
Governor John H. Shafroth of Colo-
rado. '
"State Supervision ot Investments,"
Governor Marion E. Hay of Washing-
ton.
"Reclamation of Arid Lands," Gov-
ernor Jos. M. Carey cf Wyoming.
"Taxation," Governor Chester ..
Aldrlch of Nebraska.
"State's Resources," Governor
John Burke of North Dakota.
"Storage and Use of Flood Watws,"
Governor William Spryof Utah.
"Western Investments and Securi-
ties,'' Governor Robt. S. Vessey of
South Dakota.
It is probable that the real discus-
sion will center around tne land ques-
tion which is indicated partly by the
fact that only the executive of those
states having public lands are dnvit-e- d
to participate. In the tour made
by the Western Governors' special
it was discovered taat not all the
governors think alike on this ques-
tion and that a wide divergence of
opinion could be looked for whenever
they should assemble for the discussion
of the different points' at issue.
Many of those now holding governor-
ships are well known nationally and
have been participants In the develop-
ment qf the public land policy or the
national government, ' either in the
way of assisting or fighting against
that policy as it now sands. Gover-
nor Jos. M. Carey wrote and intro-
duced the well known Carey act when
he was in the United States senate
and Governor John
.
F. Shafroth was
In congress when the first reclama-
tion act was passed. Governor John
Burke of North . Dakota has been
chief executive of that state now for
six years and was in the saddle when
these questions were in their early
stages. Governor James H. Hawley
of Idaho is one of the leading attor-
neys of that state and" known as the
expert of the northwest on Irrigation
and public land law. Governor Os-
wald West of Oregon reprerents a
state in which practically none of
the government's fundB for reclama
tion has been expended and' the peo-
ple of which want to know why New
Mexico and Arizona are not old
enough in statehood to hare had
mudh experience but will listen with
attention to the experiences of their
sister states and no doubt will develop
some original ideas. Some ' of the
irw. niT ni:c i
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SANTA FE
LINE IS PLANNED TO EXTEND
FROM CUSHING TO SAPULPA
IN OKLAHOMA.
Topeka, Kan., July 26. According
to information received from Okla
homa the Santa Fe has revived its
old plan to build a line east from its
eastern Oklahoma branch at Cushing
to a connection with the Tulsa
branch, running through Sapulpa,
Surveying parties are now reported
to bo In the field about ten miles east
of Cushing, working eastward. The
Sapulpa Commercial club bas been re-
quested to furnish depot grounds and
right-of-wa- y through the south and
east part or that city. It is expected
that the new line will cross the Ar-
kansas river on either the Frisco or
the Midland Valley bridge. It is con-
sidered likely that a junction will be
made with the Midland Valley near
Sapulpa, carrying witlt it some sort of
a Joint traffic arrangement between
the two roads.
The building of this line has been
contemplated by the Santa Fe for
years, and arrangements for It had
been completed just before statehood,
but 'were dropped on account of the
railroad provisions of the constitu-
tion. The development p.f new gas
and oil fields between Cushing and
Sapulpa is considered to be respon-
sible for the revival of the plan at
this time. It will shorten the dis-
tance from Oklahoma and Texas
points to Kansas City. ,
Steel Cars Hot and Cold.
Indianapolis, Ind., July 26. To de-
termine by temperatiure. tests the ef-
ficiency of different kinds, of car In-
sulation two committees of experts-representin-
the postofflce depart-
ment and the railroads conducted an
experiment on three cars attached to a
Vandalia mail train between here and
St. Louis. The adoption of all steel
cars has brought up the question of
insulation that will give greatest re-
sistance to heat and cold. It is re-
cognized that tlhe cars are
colder in the winter and hotter in
the summer than the wooden ones.
For the purpose of the experiment,
one of the modern steel mail cars of
the Pennsylvania, one of the modern
steel cars of the New York Central
and a wooden mall car were used.
The cars were equipped with ther-
mometers and other instruments ior
making the testa.
The railroad men were interested
in the test because steel cars are
taking the place of the wooden ones,
while the government is experiment-
ing with the view of adopting a type
for all mail cars.
.Revenue Increase Only $196.
Gross earnings to date for the first
week of July of all United States rail-
roads making weekly returns are al-
most the same as those of last year,'
the total aggregating $7,241,670 fcs
against $7,241,474,an increase of only
$196. One notable feature of this
week's report is the remarkable uni-
formity of the returns, for of the
twenty-thre- e leading systems so far
reporting, twelve report gain and
eleven loss. Moreover, the most pro-
nounced changes are a gain of about
143,000 on the Minneapolis, St. Paul
& Sault Ste. Marie, and a loss of
141,000 on the Missouri Pacific.
Among the other roada reporting
gains are the Louisville & Nashville,
Central pf Georgia, International &
Great Northern",' Minneapolis & St.
Louis and St. Louis Southwestern,
these increases being offset by losses
on the Chicago & Alton", Colorado &
Southern, Denver & Rio Grande, Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas, Texas & Pa-
cific and Chesapeake & Ohio.
See What the Katy-Dl-
New York, July 26. C. E. Schaff,
president of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, with headquarters in St. Louis,
who is in New York on business, said
that the general tone of affairs in the
(southwest was highly encouraging.
Mr. Schaff pointed out that for the
, first time in several months the Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas showed an in-
crease in gross earnings in all de-
railments in the second week in
July. ' He eaid that during the past
year tonnage had been light
because poor crops in the past fe
years had left farmers and merchants
in no position to purchase materials
and supplies. Particularly has this
been true in Oklahoma. But now,
with the bright crop prospects and a
big harvest in sight; credit Is being
extended and farmers and merchants
are beginning to buy for future needs.
...j-k-
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Summer jl tle period of
perfect health, bt jUJ1)ur water and
milk, unripe fruij and "e tendency
to Indulge in u j roods and iced
drinks produces I contrary condition
in many people.
The effect of the average summer
diet is to constipate even normally
regular bowels, and this results, in
disarranging the entire digestive sys-
tem. When the bowels are choked
with the stomach's refuse, indigestion
is almost sure to follow, and the
waste matter that should pass out
through the bowels, not finding, pas-
sage, ferments in ihe stomach and the
poisons are forced i.to the blood,
causing much distress and often ser-
ious illness.
To kekep the bowels free, there is
no more effective remedy
'
than Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. This ie ay
pleasant-tastin- g bowel stimulant and
laxative tonic that is very gentle in
its action, bringing relief in an easy
natural manner, and without discom-
fort. A spoonful of Syrup' Pepsin will
quickly check summer diarrhoea by
cleansing the bowels and removing
the foreign matter that irritates and
inflames the tissue. It Is sold in drug
stores for fifty cents a bottle; a large
family size, considerably more than
twice the quantity, costs, a dollar. If
you have never used Syrup. Pepsin
'
and would like a free trial bottle,
postpaid, write to Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
406 Washington street, Monticello,
Illinois.
Tbe Missouri, Kansas & Texas, in
common with most of the southwest-
ern roads, Mr. Schaff said. Is doing
little construction work, but is main
taining the property on a small scale
and getting ready to handle a good
volume of business this fall. The
company is not in the market for any
new equipment, and its demands for
rolling stock will depend upon how
the present equipment of the com-
pany meets the crop movement this
fall.
o Visits C. G.,W.
Chicago, July 26. Station to sta
tion visits are being inaugurated
along the lines tt the Chicago Great
Western railroad for the purpose of
creating better acquaintance between
patrons and officials and employes of
the company. Each department 6f the
service will be represented by offi-
cials capable' of considering questions
pertaining to his department Inter-
ested patrons in the towns and citlee
visited are Invited to bring up for
discussion any subject of interest tl
the railway or to the community. By
this method the Great Western (hopes
and expects to get closer to its pat
rons and to impress upon Its em-
ployes the fact that the road is en-
deavoring to serve the public and
promote its general interests.
George L. Hlgble, Manton, fc.lch.,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kldneJ
and bladder trouble. He says: "1
find for my case no other medicine
equals Foley Kidney pills for bene-
ficial effect" They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
drugs. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store.
TO CHOOSE AMERICIAN AVIATORS
Kansas City, Mo., July 26. Every
thing is in readiness for the start of
the national elimination balloon
races here tomorrow, The aviation
field is in perfect condition, the gas
mains working, the ballast laid and
the balloons ready to be inflated. At
jjeast 15 balloons are expected, to
make the start. Chicago, New York,
San. Francisco, Salt Lake City, To- -
fpeka, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Kansas
and Akron, O., are represented
among the entries.
The first balloon Is scheduled to
start at 5 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
FThe remaining entries will be releas
ed at intervals of five minutes, In or
der to allow plenty of fairway be
tween the contesting bags and to
fivoid the possibility of an aerial col
lision. The prevailing winds are
jfrom the southwest, so that the bags
are likely to . descend anywhere be
tween the starting point and the Can
radian country to the north of the
great lakes. The three leaders in the
'contest will be given as representa- -
ptlves of the United States in the in
ternational race for the James1 Gor
don ; Bennett cup, which Is to start
from Stuttgart, Germany, this fall.
N. J. Gorham, cashier ban or
Woodville, Woodville, Ga., had a very
severe attack of kidney trouble ana
the nalns In his kidneys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of "ol-e-y
Kidney Pills from our flruRgist
and they entirely relieved me. I have
more benefit from' them than any oth-
er medicine." O. G. Scbaefer. Red
'Cross Drug Store,
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
Las Vegas Automobile & Ilaciie Co.
Phone Main 344.
17.50 per week ana are required to
work 69 hours.
Tbe lowest paid railway employe In
the United States, the ordinary track-
man, recives a greater compensation
than many of the railway employes
of France, even those of higher
grades and with responsible dutle.
All crafts employed in local thea-
ters are now affilicated with the Ban
Francisco Theatrical Federation,
which will conduct its business on
the policy that what concerns one of
the branches concerns all of them.
LAS VEGAS
Capital Paid in
i;$ioo,coo.oq
1
".M7tUNNINlHAn. President!
RANK 5PKIN0BR,
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Lxs Vegas SoLvirvfls Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wra. G. Ilaydon
H, W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins
President
Vice President
Treasurer -
Interest P&id on Deposis
j
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Ml YORK WILL
COMPLETE THEHer Poet Lover
operation necessary to the securing of
any paper is the dropping of the
price into the slot under the, name of
the desired publication. Thus the
middleman, or in this case the middle
boy, is eliminated. From this arise
the fear of the youngsters who real- -
ize that any general adoption of the
machine will deprive them of a means
of livelihood.
Homeless Husbands' Club
To his already long list of social or
SUBWAY
young man of today that so many nice
girls are willing to pass him up with
his Idle ways and to
business for a man such as their
grandmothers have worshipped.'
"Without giving you the names or
addresses, let me read you some of
the letters. Here is a two-for-o- shot:
"'Dear Mr. Hardenbrook: We have
read in a New York paper this morn-
ing of the widower, 62 years of ago
and' lonely, who is In quest of a wife,
and we beg, through you, to apply
for the same. We are two well edu-
cated young girls of 20 and 19 and
consider ourselves pretty. We are con
IT IS NOT TO LAUGH AT
Playwright' Has Wholesome Fear of
Ridicule, Most Powerful of
Intellectual Weapons. ,
The playwright's eleventh command,
ment is, "Thou shalt not get thyself
laughed at." Ridicule has always been
a most powerful intellectual weapon
and one against which, when skilfully
used, it is difficult to offer an effective
defense. But the playwright's fear of
getting himself laughed at is not a
personal one at all. At least, It Is
from 'a purely professional point of
view that ridicule appears to him
most perilous.
Once I wrote a novel. 1 never did
so much work before or since for
$135.75, and yet I sometimes envy
the novelist. At all events, he Is mas-
ter of his own pages. No cat can
walk into the middle of page 18 with-
out his consent. No blundering fly-
man can ruin the climax of his "big
act" by lowering the curtain too soon
or too late. The pet comedy scene of
bis book Is never spoiled and blurred
by the arrival In the midst of It of
some bibulous party, just from a very
gay dinner, falling, over every one's
fee't on the way to their seats In the
middle of a row. Fire engines never
shriek past the doorway of his pages
just as the hero is saying plaintively
to the sympathetic heroine, "But why
do I tell you all this?" Nobody In tbe
front row ever fails in a tit and has
to be carried out by the ushers right
in the middle of his funniest para-
graph. All his doors close when he
closes them and-- stay closed till he
opens them. ' His actors always say
what he , tells them to say. A. L.
Thomas In the New York Tribune.
of beauty. Then he knelt and laid
the roses on Marietta's hair. Polly
felt faint and turned away her eyes,
until a gasp of surprise fro n the
crowd made her look back.
She saw a strange, uncanny sight
The wreath had caught In Jaspar's
sleeve as he rose and Marietta's won-
derful locks had come with It. The
hair was a wig and in the beating
sunlight Marietta's head shone smooth
and polished and bald. The queen of
beauty was absurdly, ludicrously ugly.
Marietta was not a whit disturbed
by this unfortunate accident. She
laughed put her wig
back on, and explained that she was
Just up from a spell of typhoid fever.
Everybody laughed at the incident,
the dancing was resumed, and only
Polly noticed the look of blank horror
on Jaspar Slappey's face. He slipped
away from the crowd and was seen no'
more, even when twilight came on and
the picnickers started for home. Polly
waited anxiously, but her truant es-
cort did not return and finally she
agreed to let Morgan BJbb take her
home.
Tbey turned down an unused lane
and were driving rapidly to overtake
the others when they came upon Jas-
par Slappey. He sat listlessly on ths
bars of a high wooden gate, a forlorn
and dejected figure,, black against the
golden sunset Polly leaned closer to
her companion and chatted gayly as
they passed, but when they had gone
a little distance up the road she laid a
detaining hand on Morgan Bibb's arm.
"Please, Mr. Bibb, I want to go back.
I've forgotten something." ,
"Why, of course," he answered, "I'll
take you back."
Polly shook her head and Morgan
Bibb, who was a very decent young
man. Understood. He bit his lip, fot
he thought he had captured the heart
of this simple country maiden, but he
stopped the horse at once and helped
her down. Polly put out her hand, and
looked at him appeallngly. "You've
been very kind to me, and I'm sorry
to be so rude. But I do so want to
go back."
He smiled down at her. "Never
mind about me. Coodby, little girl,
and good luck."
When he climbed back Into the
buggy he waved to her, but Polly did
not Se him. She was hurrying down
tbe lane.
She found Jaspar lying In the grass,
his head burled in his arms. Polly
was rather a dull little person, but
she realized that what was only a Joke
to
.the rest of them was a tragedy to
Jaspar. She sat down by him, timidly,
and then at the sight of his misery
she grew suddenly wise and bold. She
drew his head into her lap.
Jaspar gave a long sigh. "Oh, Pol-
ly!" he cried, - "wasn't it dreadful?
Wasn't she frightful? My Queen of
Beauty?" And then In a passion of
contrition, "I treated you shamefully,
Polly, indeed I did! You shall be queen
next year."
But Polly, with Jaspar in her arms,
was far happier than any queen.
"Never mind," she answered content-
edly. ' "Marietta can be queen again.
Shell have plenty of hair by that
time."
ganizations, Father Knickerbocker
has now added one more which is said
to be unique in the history of th clty
if not of the whole country. This is
the "homeless husbands club." It
has been created by a number of mei
who while their families are In tha
country are forced to remain la tha
city, hut who do not care to keep open
'tha lonely house or apartment Of
course these homeless men are all
members of many clubs ,at which they
'
might live. But this the homeless
ones have been found a drawabek,
since when one of them wishes to
find another homeless friend it is fre--,
quently necessary for him to searchi
through eight or a dozen clubs to lo
cate him. Accordingly these summer
widowers, acting perhaps on the theo
ry that misery loves company, got to
gether and leased two complete)
floors in one of the city's largest and
newest hotels. Each member will
have a suite to himself and while from
the nature of things it is expected
that the acennants of the reserved
floors usually will be men, there Is
nothing in the regulations to prevent
a man from having the women mem-
bers of his famllp stop with him if
they chance to be in town over night.
There is a pantry service on each
floor and a large suite Is to be re
served for dining rooms. A suite on
the corner of each floor will be reserv-
ed for lounging purposes and later
on it is likely that billlar tables and
other usual club paraphernalia will be
introduced. The popularity of the
new club is evidenced by the presence
on its board of governors of many of
the city's noted men.
Knowledge of Golf Necessary
That the intricacies of the ancient
and royal game of golf may, from a
legal as well as a physical standpoint,
be too much even for the venerable)
Judges of the appellate term of the
supreme court of this state, was in-
dicated here this week in a strange
case brought by an aggreived , golf er
THEY'RERICi
MILLIONAIRE IN NEW YORK BE-
SIEGED BY LETTERS FROM
BLONDES
New York, July 26. "I never dream-
ed, when I undertook to find a wife
for an old friend of mine wHo had
been a successful merchant In New j
York and at 62 years of age found
himself a widower, retired to a farm
in the upper part of the etate, and
rather lonely what a lot of real work
Cupid has to do," Bald David I Har is
denbrook, a real estate man, at No.
319 Fulton avenue, Jamaica, yester-
day. '
"This friend of mine 1 fsa most kind-
ly gentleman who has devoted his life
to good works, and his years with his
first wife were Ideally happy. She
died a year ago leaving him alone In
the world except for a married daugh-
ter and a son with a young family
coming up. Both children think ev-
erything of their father. The son Is
a man of great executive ability whose
whole time Is taken up with his busi-
ness. Tho old gentleman tired and
ill retired to his birthplace tip state to
and undertook to be contented there.
After battling with the loneliness up
there for months he came to me the
other day and said that if he could
find a girl of 20 who had any of the I
qualities of the good wife that he had a
lost he would marry her and try to
make her happy. His own. efforts to
find one had failed. And when I
said that it was not to be difficult
he begged me to try It for him. I
promised to do what I could but when
I had make known to a newspaper-
man the sort of girl that my friend
had In mind and the description of
her had been printed I realized the
power of publicity as I never had
"I have been swamped with leters
from so many nice blond-haire- blue-eye- d
girls that j I can never hope to
investigate all of them and must pick
out those whci seem to me to be
nearest to what my friend has in mind
He is worth millions of dollars. He
entertains a good deal and latterly If
travels much. Of course I cannot tell
you who my friend is, and I have dis-
guised his characteristics so well in
speaking, of hint that no one could
recognize himAl
After the news went forth last week
that Mr. Hardenbrook had tempor-
arily taken the pb of Dan Cupid he
became the bufiiest man ever with
mail and his telephone ringing con-
stantly
is
at his office. "You'd better
get a new and enlarged letter box of
wrought iron with soldered Joints," said
Postmaster Ashmead, "for form the
heat of some of those bundles of gush
letters that have been coming in I
take it that your old one may catc
fire."
When Mr. Hardenbrook came home
the other day form hla daily business
trip to New York he found that the
store flagging outside his Jamaica of--
flee by the many skirts that had pass-
ed that way on reconnoitering trips
and the doorbell of the place was out
of order. The street in front of his
office looked like a bit out of some
old Saxon city, there were so many
blue-eye- blond-haire- d damsels)
walking about and casting shy, long-
ing eyes at the windows of his real
estate emporium! Several scame up,
and standing on tiptoes asked him
boldly if they would do, while others
beseeched him to tell them something
more about the kind old gentleman
who wanted a blue-eye- Saxon-haire- d of
IOhengrin Elsa for a helpmeet-a-nd of
nrnliMn'f tliOIT fill thft Mil?
"I never knew there were so many to
pretty girls In the world," he said,
"It Is wonderful how well some of
them can express themselves in ;the
letters they write me. Of course
some of them are jokers, but hundreds
are serious. It speaks ill for the
SUEXJEE
rinnnu- fbe summer most persons
sidered very pretty, I believe by oth-
ers. One of us the former has very
beautiful brown eyes and brown hair,
and the other is a Titian blonde with
eyes of blue-gra- We have, loving
dispositions, s affable countenances,
and would make happy any man who
agreeable and congenial. We are,
dear sir, Miss P. Q. (brown eyes) and
Miss R. I (blue eyes.)'
"Here 13 one from Hartford, Conn.:
'"My Dear Unknown Friend: Read-
ing your short notice of the gentle-
man who Is desiring a wife with cer-
tain requirements specified, I am writ-
ing to tell-yo- u about myself. I am a
blonde, with blue eyes, and am 21
years old. I am neither thin nor fat.
Plump describes it. I love children
and am a high school graduate who
has taught school for a time and
worked in a stenographer's place. If
references are asked 1 will send them
you on receipt of a letter Baking
for them. Yours truly, .'
"This young lady, writing from Phil-
adelphia says:
"My Dear Sir: This evening while
was out walking I happened to buy
naDer and saw your queer advertise
ment. So just for fun I thought I
would write and answer it. I will be
22 in a few days, and I simply could
not let this opportunity go by. I am
rather tall, weigh 165 pounds, and am
in all respects like your description.
My motto has always been 'Look on
the sunny side and smile." I am very
sure that I can fill the requirements
nt vnnr friend. I have traveled, am
welt educated and enjoy all kinds of
sports (rather peculiar sentence, that) .
Have had one year's experience in an
office as a bookkeeper. I greatly .en
joy the society of older people and
can mingle with old any young in
mv circle of friends and find them all
loveable and interesting. Perhaps
your client might take a fancy to me.
he saw my miserable writing he
might, not, though. I leave for the
Adtrondacks Friday, so if there is a
little chance for me answer soon."
"Another girl who writes a man's
broad hand sends "this? ."Assuming
there Is one-eight- h truth in the story,
and that the man is clean In every re-
spect, morally, physically, and
62 is not an old man. There
such a difference! I know a girl
that he might win If It could be pro-
perly brought about. (Never openly,
this way.) Bright," winsome, five feet
eight Inches, strong figure, peachy
complexion, fine looking, dulcet voice,
domestic tastes, a good home maker,
and absolutely good In every way. I
would not bring about a meeting
without a personal knowledge of the
man. If you think it worth while put
an add in the Boston Globe on Sun-an- d
as I live there I shall see It for
sure. Simply say "Should like to
meet you, TJulcet" Then I will com-
municate further.'
"When I have investigated the most
promising of these letters and have
picked out the girl that I think he
would like, and have Introduced them
after I have inquired of her , pastor
and social and business friends con-ecrnl-
her, and the accepts her I
shall bid farewell to this Cupid busi-
ness and never again for me!"
BAY STATE PROGRESSIVES
Boston, July 26. The progressives
this state have secured the use
Fanoull Hall for a state conven-
tion to be held tomorrpw afternoon
choose delegates to the . national
convention at Chicago and to nomin-
ate Roosevelt electors whose names
will be placed upon the Massachu-
setts ballot by nomination papers.
Plr' papers for saw. Optic office
jsmr
are annoyed with pimples, boils,
By A. HOWARD
(Copyright, 1812, by Associated IJtararjrPret.)
Polly Whiting was the happiest per
son In the world, for she was to go
with Jaspar Slappey to the first picnic
of the year. "And you know, mother,"
she exclaimed, delightedly, "that
means that I shall be the May queen."
When Ephralm Slappey, the butcher,
married Caroleen Carney, a foreigner
from Ireland and member of a travel-
ing theatrical company, everybody in
Bologee said that no good would come
of it. Jaspar came of it, and then the
pretty, mlsmated woman died and
Ephralm, who had always been a God-
fearing man, though rather hard at
driving a bargain, was left with this
queer child on his hands. The little
Jaspar grew up In his father's shop, a
gay, Irresponsible child,' devoted to
the Dhles-matt- hntrhor- - hut nn man.
ner of help to him. Once, when he
was a tiny boy, Ephralm sent him todllver meat to Lawyer Hale and Jas-
par fed the chops to a stray cur. Law-
yer Hale, he insisted, was fat and well-fe-
whereas the puppy was starving.
Ephralm remonstrated and scolded,
and then forgave his son. He knew
It was no way to bring up a child, he
knew that he ought to whip Jaspar,but he could not bring himself to
strike the boy, for Jaspar looked ex-
actly like his uiotijei-- , Caroleen.
As Jaspar grew older It became the
hope of Ephralm's life to see the sign
"Slappey & Son" above his butcher
shop, yet he could not take the boy
Into the busine?s when he refused to
handle raw meat. After much trou-
bled cogitation the butcher decided to
break Jaspar forcibly ,of this squeam-Ishnes-
so he took him with him to
the slaughter pen. The calf that was
about to be veal was led out, and Jas-ra- r
draped himself about the crea-
ture's neck. Pocahontas weeping for
John Smith was a mild Bight compared
with Jaspar Slappey pleading for that
calf. Ephralm, however, web obdurate,
the calf was killed and Jaspar fainted
away. The butcher was panic-stricke-
he carried the boy home In his
arms, and after that Jaspar had his
own way,
Jaspar's way was to be a poet, the
only poet in Bologee. When anybodydied or was married or was born In
the town Jaspar mounted Pegasus in
their behalf and produced a touching
commentary in verse. , Envious and
admiring friends had sought many
times to discover how he did it, but
the process, though simple, revealed
nothing. Jaspar would climb to his
father's hayloft, sit there quietly a few
minutes, and after chewing up a quan-
tity of hay Intended for the horse not
Pegasus, but old Dobbin would evolve
a poem. Many aspiring 'youths fn
Bologee sat In lofts and chewed hay,but nothing came of it, so everybodyknew that Jaspar was a born poet
One of Jaspar's poems had been
written to Polly on her graduation day,
and she had adored him ever since.
The poem described her as the "ox-eye- d
maiden," and, to Polly, that
seemed wonderfully appropriate fromthe butcher's son. She told Jaspar so
and he laughed until he nearly fell
out of his chair, though Polly could
not see why. She could not under-
stand Jaspar, but she was Immensely
proud of him, for he was tail and
handsome, with violet eyes and curlyblack hair. Moreover, he had the hap-pie-
knack of making other people en-joy themselves, and was always lead-
er In the merrymaking. . It was he
who planned the May pole dance each
year, and he who chose the queen. In
Joyous anticipation Polly could alreadyfeel that wreath of yoses resting onber head.
All the town was at the picnic, and
Polly and Jaspar were welcomed by
every group. They were in the midst
of these greetings when suddenly Jas-
par stopped talking and a faraway
took came over his face., Polly dhis glance and saw two stran-
gers coming toward them. One was a
young man, a , spick-and-spa- n young
man, whose clothes and ways were
not. of Bologee. But It was the girl athis side that attracted Polly's atten-
tion. She was a wonderful, radiant
girl, with a clinging green dress and
a floppy green hat that rested on a
shining mass of fluffy golden hair.
Jaspar stared at her in mute admira-
tion, and Polly In her primly starched
White dress felt awkward and 'ugly
and lonely. ;
Evelyn Bibb, was with' the stran-
gers, and she stopped a minute to In-
troduce them. They were her cousins
from tbe city. Marietta and MorganBibb. Marietta, spoke, smiled, then
swept on her conquering path, but as
she floated by she carried Jaspar withher. The little country girl was left
standing alone.
For a few minutes Polly was too
heartbroken to hide her misery, her
eyes kept following Jaspar, who
seemed to have forgotten her entirely.
Presently, however, she noticed that
some of the girls were laughing at her
evident discomfiture, and pride came
to her aid. She was by nature demure
and dignified, but now she flirted,flirted desperately and determinedly!
and soon she was the center of a
laughing group, and Morgan Bibb had
appointed himself her especial cava-
lier. '
Polly's small stock of courage al-
most gave out when ,the May pole was
set up and Marietta was chosen
queen, but she took her place and
danced with the others. After the
dance came the crowning ceremony, a
wreath of roses was brought forward
and Jaspar read a poem to the queen
UNDERTAKING IS THE MOST Gl.
GANTIC EVER ATTEMPTED IN
MODERN TIMES
New York, July 26. Coincident
with the report that the city's new
subways are now about 15 per cent
completed, New Yorkers have sudden-- :
ly been made aware of the fact that-thi-
billion dollar system, as it will'
be when finished, is entitled to be
known as the world's biggest under--
taking. Never since the beginning of
history has such a work been attempt-
ed or such an 'amount spent in an
equal area. Some Idea of its vastness
may be realized from the fact that
the building of the pyramids, looked
upon as one of the greatest labors' of
any time, becomes insignificant. The
cost of the new additions alone to the
existing system will be, greater than
that of the Panama canal. The need
for such a mighty system Is indicated
by the traffic estimates-fo- r 1925 bas
ed on the rate of growth in the past.
By that time it is figured the number
of passengers carried will be more
than 3,000,000,000 "during the year, a
total of more than three times the
number of passengers carried on all
the steam railroads of the country at
present Necessarily the financing of
this work has proven an enormous
problem, but as matters now stand
the city is to furnish an amount equal
to the investment of the operating
company for construction with cer
tain agreements covering any further
needs for the completion of the pro
jected lines. The need for such a
costly system is Indicated by the in-
crease In land values in New York
in the last ten years. During that
period the increase exceeded the com-
bined output of all the gold and sil-
ver mines in the country by $ 170,000,-00- 0
and was greater than the divid
ends paid by all the railroads of the
country by $278,000,000. It is to fur
nish traveling facilities in keeping
with such expansion that New York
is now undertaking the completion
of the greatest Joh on record.
Political Upheaval Expected
That New York may be on
the verge of a great political upheav-
al Is one) of the most inttdrestlng
points now being discussed in connec
tion with the Rosenthal shooting here,
in which a gambler on the eve of
furnishing the district attorney with
evidence which he claimed would in
volve the police in a scandal with the
gamblers was coolly put out of the
way In the heart of the city. Even
said New oYrkers are forced to ad
mit the presence here of bands of hir-
ed assassins who will do anything
with any designated victim provided
their price be paid. The political sig
nificance of the murder Is at present
confined to speculations as to" what
the result will be If District Attorney
Whitman is actually able to bring the
murderers to justice and In so doing
develops complicity between the po-lic- e
the gamblers and the hired mur-
derers. Such a result would cause
the greatest airing of dirty political
linen since the days of the Lexow com
mittee and It Is believed would make
Mr. Whitman the logical republican
candidate for the governorship of the
state. In this connection it is pointed
out that the conditions revealed by
the Letxow Investigating ,'commltfee
which laid bare an almost unbeliev-
able state of corruption resulted in the
swinging of the state from the demo-
cratic party which was then In power
to the republican lists resulting in a
succession of republican governors
Added Importance Is given to the pres
ent situation because of the fact that
this Is a presidential year..
Automatic Newsboys
The automatic newsboy has at last
arrived in New York, the latest of a
line of Denny In the slot machines and
as a result while It has been attract-
ing much attention here It has also
brought terror to the hearts of Father
Knickerbocker's 15,000 human "new-
sies" who get their livelihood by the
sale of daily papers. Automatic ma-
chines of various kinds from those
which tell one's weight to those which
sell accident and life insurance are of
course nothing new but this latest
development in this field may yet ef-
fect a youthful revolution. Apparent-
ly the new machine is capable of per-
forming every function of the human
newsboy except that of yelling "wux-try- "
and its failure to do this will
doubtless be looked upon as a bless-
ing. However, if this, be regarded as
a deficiency it Is said that a phono-
graphic attachment can easily supply
as much racket as the most leather-lunge- d
youngster. The machine Is di-
vided into several compartments
holding 60 papers each and the onlv
to recover damages from an express
company for the loss of a favorite
golf club. The case was orought by
a man who had expressed a particu-- .
larly cherished golf club to New York
to be repaired with the result thalt
was lost The lower court awarded
nominal damages of one cent as
against $100 asked by the plaintiff, a
decision which the Apellate Division
at once set aside. Perhaps the most
Interesting part of this action occurs
in the decision of the presiding ap-
pellate Judge who declared that "tha
trial judge, learned In all things but
golf, has evidently misconceived this
case and treated It in a spirit of lev-
ity not at all warranted by the facts.
The evidence shows an utter failure
on the part of the defendant to exer-
cise reasonable care in insuring the
prompt delivery to the consignee
though it had full knowledge of the
necessity for the prompt delivey.',
As a result of this decision golf ia
likely to become an important part
of the judicial curriculum in this
state, since acknowledgement of thial
game, the opinion of the appellate
Judge Indicates, has now become nec-
essary to justices and officers who .
may be called upon to settle knotty
problems in this connection.
TWAIN AND THE OFFICE BOY
How the Late Humorist Rebuked by
His Wit an Officious
Youth.
Mark Twain did not cherish a fond-
ness for the average office boy. He
had an idea that the
.genius was in-
sufferable, and invariably when the
humorist sallied forth into some busi-
ness office there was immediate
armed hostility between him and the
boy.
One day" Mark went to see a friend
at his office, and the office boy on
guard, in icy tones, said:
"Whom do you wish to see?"
j Mark mentioned his friend's name.
"What do you want to see him
about?'' came next from the boy.
Mark Twain immediately froze up
and then with a genial smile he said:
"Tell him, please, I want to ask hia
hand in holy matrimony."
Change for the Better.
The care of the African population
in the Belgian Kongo in the past hag
been so murderously indifferent thai
It Is a pleasure to note a change foi
the better. An order has gone intc
effect to prevent hereafter the impor-
tation, manufacture ' and transporta-
tion of saccharine sweets in the Bel-
gian African territory. Saccharine
products and products sweetened with
substances other than cane sugar,
beet sugar, milk sugar and glucose
sugar particularly those sweetened
with1 glycerine shall not be Imported.
It .is specified in the order that it ia
meant to include In general all syn-
thetic chemical sweetening which
does not possess food value. We wist
we could believe that this tariff anx-
iety to protect the Kongo population
against deleterious sweets was some
thing more than an exhibition of the
usual protective philanthropy whichbars a competitive product to mak
sure the sale of something else.
The Future Woman.
, "Woman is today a parasite. Bui
the woman of the future will work."
The speaker, Lady Warwick, wa
narrating her views of the suffrage
question to a New York reporter. Sh
continued:
"The parasitical woman will be ex-
tinct in a generation or two. Then
a certain witticism of Lord Saye and
Sele's will be unintelligible.
"Lord Saye and Sele attended re-
cently a book dinner. At this dinner
everybody had'to represent some book
title. Well, Lord Saye and Sele just
carried on his arm a petticoat
"He was representing, you see, Kip-
ling's 'Life's Handicap'."
Pampered Too Much.
"You are always worrying," re-
marked the baseball magnate.
"I hare to be careful not to product
anything too heavy," explained the
theatrical manager. "You know,
have to cater to the tired business
man."
"I don't let the tired business man
worry me. He roots with the others
when he gets to the ball park."
Washington Herald.
A Converse Proposition, v
Lady Warwick, at a rlinner at Sher-
ry's to New York, said, apropos of art:
"Art Is the pursuit of beauty."
She smiled and added: "
"And from what they tell me of the
goings-o- n in your Great White Way
here, the pursuit of beauty is also an
art with some people."
- A New Deal.
. "If you remember,1 Wombat was
married just a year ago."
"I remember."
"We ought to remember the anni-
versary, jj some way. Yes, juBt a year
ago the Adding cards were out."
"Forge ' The wedding cards are
being sbd, for a new deal."
NOTE
. CHANGES' IN CLIMATE
Varying Oceanic Circulation the Cause
of Marked Differences Through
the Centuries.
A very material change In the cli-
mate of northern Europe since the
middle ages has been demonstrated
o the Royal Meteorological society by
P)"of. Otto Petterssen. Seasons of
Ereat extremes reached a culminating
point In the thirteenth and fourteenth
:enturies, when the summers alter-
nated between great heat and drought
md great cold and excessive rain, and
when violent winter storms entirely
remolded the coasts of the North sea,
the frosts being sometimes so severe
that even the arm of the sea between
Denmark and Scandinavia was frozen.
Varying oceanic circulation, due to
tun and moon, Is suggested as a pos-libl- e
explanation. Four years of In-
vestigation at Bcrnoe, Sweden, has
ihown that the inflow of the undercur-
rent from the North sea into the
Kattegat which brings herring shoals
In winter to the Swedish coast Is os-
cillatory, the bounding surface of the
ieep current rising and subsiding
from fifty to eighty feet twice a
month. This flow is governed by the
moon's declination and nearness to
the earth. Astronomical data prove
that the Influence of the sun and moon
on the waters of northern Europe
near the time of the solstice must
have reached a maximum 600 to 700
rears ago, and consequently there
must have been a more active circu-
lation. Evidence of the greater
Is tho fact that the herring
migrations formerly extended Into the
Baltic, but now they reach only to the
Kattegat. The deep current must
have risen higher, the surface layer
must have been thinner, and, as a
thin layer is more readily heated and
sooled, the temperature controlling In-
fluences of the ocean must have been
different.
One on Henry Irvlnp;.
Sir Henry Irving, whose Hamlet
was a masterpiece, often told a good
story of an Incident when he was
playing tbe part in his early days.
Whilst on the stage he saw that an
old lady in the front row of the pit
was weeping profusely. Feeling flat-
tered, he sent an attendant to bring
her to him after the performance.
"Madame," be said graciously, ' when
they met "I perceive that my acting
moved you." "It did that, sir," Baid
the old woman. "You see, I've got a
young son myself play-actin- g some-
where up In the north, and it broke
me all up to think that maybe he Is
no better at it than yoi"
CRAFT TO RACE TO BERMUDA
Philadelphia, 'July 26. Five cruis-i-n
gpower boats, the largest less than
100 feet In length, will venture far
out into the Atlantic tomorrow on
the fourth of the ocean races to tha
coral Isles of the Bermudas.
The start will be from the Hace
street pier in this city, and the fin-
ish will be off St. David's Head, Ber-
muda. The distance is 670 miles, and
the race is under the Joint auspices
of tha Yachtmen's club, Philadelphia,
phia and the Royal Bermuda Yacht
club..
The quintet of racers which will be
off with the starting gun tomorrow
are: 4
Dream, owned by Charles I. Leagan,
o fthe Yachtmen's dub, Philadelphia.
Kathemmah, owned by Commodore
W. C. Smith, of the Ocean Gate (N. J.)
Yacht club.
Luego II owned by George F. Fish,
of the Ocean City (N. J.) Yacht club.
Wawanna, owned by Fred K. Kno-pe- r,
of the Yachtmen's club, Philadel-phi- a,
Caroline, owned by Frank, Dennis,
of the National Yacht club, Brooklyn.
Dysentery is always serious an of-
ten a dangerous disease, but it can bo
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Re nedy has cured It
even when mallgnuit and epidemic
For sale by all dealers
rashes, or eruptions, while others suffer, more severely with Ec-
zema Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some kindred skin disease. A perfect
. condition of the skin exists as long as the blood is normal, but when it be-
comes contaminated with humors and acids its supply of nutritive proper-
tied ia ereatlv lessened and it becomes a sharp, acrid fluid which diseases
lnsieau OI prcstiving mc uaiuiaj ucaiuu auu iwiu".
of the skin. ' The eruptions may be glossed
inflammation reduced by the application
salves, etc., but no skin affecJij? over
and
of washes, cosmetics,
sz tion can ever be
I onlv cure blood
permanently cured in this way;
can make healthy skin. S. S. S.
f cures Skin Diseases of every kind by neutralizing
the acids and removing the humors trom the blood.
S. S. S. builds the circulation up to its normal
strength, increases its nutritive powers and adds toIts nuritv in every way. Then the skin instead of
beinsr irritated with acid humors and impurities, is nourished and healed
by a plentiful supply of rich, pure blood. Book on Skin Diseases and any
medical advifce free. SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
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THIRD PARTY !N KENTUCKY .
Louisville, Ky., July 26. The third
party movement In Kentucky is ex-
pected to take tangible shape tomor-
row, when mass conventions are to
bo held by the Roosevelt' adherents
in many counties throughout the (Or
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state. The county conventions are to
select delegates to the district con-
ventions, which in turn are to name
representatives to attend the state
conference scheduled to be held In
this city the first week in August.
The state conference is to consist of
26 delegates, all ot whom are expect
ed to go from Louisville to Chicago
to attend the national progressive
convention on August S. The active
leadership in the work of organizing
the third party movement in this
state la being taken by Leslie CombB
of Lexington, who was in the diplo-
matic servlcel during the Roosevelt ad-
ministration. '
WILSON TO ATTEND
Sea Girt, N. J., July 26. There was
an unconfirmed report here today that
Governor Wilson may go to Indiana-
polis In August to attend the cere-
mony of Governor Thomas R, Mar-
shall's notification of his nomination
for the vice presidency. Judge Alton
B. Parker of New oYrk, who was
temporary chairman of the Baltimore
convention, . will act as chairman of
the icommittee to notify Governor
Marshall. ,
MARSHALL WRITING SPEECH
Indianapolis, July 26. Governor
Thomas F. Marshall, democratic nom-
inee for vice president who returned
to his office yesterday afternoon after
a week at a lake in northern Indiana,
today began working on his accept-
ance speech.
The returns gathered by the New
York state bureau of labor statistics
for the first three months of the cur
rent year show that there are at pres
ent 2,150 labor organizations in the
state, with . a membership of 497,000
The membership of the men's unions
has decreased about one per cent dur
ing the past twelve months, while
the membership! of tne women's on-
ions has shown 4 decrease of about
four per cent.
"She has every confidence in ber
husband."
."That so?"
"Yes; even when she is riding with
him In their auto and he is driving
she doesn't think It necessary to warn
him to be careful."
A M. Hason, farming near Canaan,
Me., was badly crippled with ECiatic
rheumatism due he rays to uric acid
In his , blood. "Foley Kidney Pills
entirely cured me and also removed
numerous black specks that were con-
tinually before my eyes." Foley Kid-
ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
are effective for the various forms
of rheumatism. O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
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ONLY TWO "LITTLE
GOVERNORS"
i
Of the seven governors who met in
Chicago last February and declared
that the. country made an "overwhelm-
ing demand through them for the re-
turn jot Colonel Roosevelt," only two
remain, Bays" the Kansas City Journal.
Stubbs of Kansas and Johnson of
iornii are all that are left of thla
flul'ett Raynoms cashier I
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier 1
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M INTO' UNION
EXPELLED MEMBER OF WEST-
ERN FEDERATION TO BE
" REINSTATED.
Cripple Creek, Colo., July 26. The
Western Federation of Miners' con-
vention today granted to. the Butte
local union, No. 83, the right to settle
the case of Charles F. Mitchell, for-
merly secretary of the But'te union,
who was expelled from the organiza
tion. This action practically assured
Mitchell the right to work as a mem
ber of the union.
Mitchell's expulsion three years ago
came after a bitter fight. The case
arose out of the attempt of Butte lo
cal No. 83 to Becede from tne West
ern Federation and in the Montana
union. This attempt was frustrated
and new officers were elected and in
stalled. Mitchell, however, continued
to draw his salary as secretary. Fin
ally he was charged with misappro
priation of funds, tried and removed
Today's vote was preceded by o
bitter fight during which one of
Mitchell's opponents shouted: "Let's
bring Harry Orchard into the union
now1." The convention was scheduled
to conclude its deliberations today.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York,. July 26. For a while to
day there was moderate resumption
of yesterday's late rise in stocks, but
the advance was attended by such
caution as to suggest professional op-
position. Hill Issues, leaders of yes
terday's movement, were again strong,
as also were Union Pacific, Canadian
Pacific, Reading, Amalgamated and
Utah Coppers, Amalgamated soon re
covering its one per cent dividend.
General Electric declined almost 7
points from yesterday's best Trading
was active in the first hour, but fell
away decisively before noon with price
recessions. ' Bonds were Bteady.
Dullness increased during midday
when Standard stocks moved-wlthl- n
the narrowest limits. Various stocks
besides the Hill issues made gains in
the late afternoon, these including
Delaware and Hudson, Illinois Central,
Lackawanna, Steel, Texas Company
and Air Brake. Biscuit continued
weak.
The market closed irregular. Trad
ing was more stagnant in last hour
with some further shading of prices
and another decline In Biscuit follow-
ed by partial recovery. The closing
sales were as fololws:
Amalgamated Copper ex. div 82
American Beet Sugar .127
Atchison 108
Great Northern .140
New York Central 116
Northern Pacific .123
Reading . 164
Southern Pacific .169
United States Steel 70
United States Steel, rfd. bid.... 112
FILE DRIVER ACTS
LIKE STEAII ROLLER
RUNS OVER ALL WHO GET IN ITS
WAY AND FLATTENS
THEM OUT.
Needles, Cal., July 26. Gripped by
a fierce gale, swaying from side to
side as it sped with lightning-lik- e
rapidity, a pile driver ran amuck on
a long trestle near the bank of the
Colorado river, near this city yester
day, collided with a coal car, wflilch
it whirled alone In its van, and be
fore its wild flight was checked dash-
ed into a party of Indians, scattering
their bodies to the tour winds.
Two of the Indians we're killed and
the others fatally injured. Several
white men working near the track
also were severly hurt by the flying
wreckage. The wind was accompanied
by heavy rain. Several buildings
were 1 wrecked in Needles. Roofs
were blown away, trees uprooted and
the big smelter mere was badly dam
aged,
.'..'.,. ',
"'
PILGRIMAGE TO SHRINE
Quebec July 26. The famous
shrine, of Ste. Anne at Ste. Anne de
Beaupro was the mecca of hundreds
of pilgrims today ,on the occasion of
the annual festival of Ste. Anne.
Large parties of pilgrims came from
distant points and among them were
Imany of the halt, and lame and the
bund, together with others suffering
from tuberculosis and other Ills, and
who were looking ' earnestly for spe
cial favors through the Intercession
the good saint on the occasion of
Iher ow.j festival. : '
The Illinois supreme court has held
that labor unions have the right to
I strike if
.
non-unio- n employes are re--I
tained by employers
-- FIVE JEET
LOI
MULTIPLICITY OF NAMES EX-
PECTED TO MAKE CONFU-
SION IN, PRIMARIES.
Austin, Texas, July 26. On the eve
of the state-wid- e primaries at the
end of one of the most interesting
and bitterly fought campaigns ever
conducted in Texas, eadh of the fac-
tions and candidates expresses con-
fidence and an unusually heavy vote
is anticipated tomorrow.
- Nominees for state offices from
governor to constable are to be se-
lected, also a United States senator
(preference) vote and representa
tives in congress. The voters will be
confronted with the. longest ballots
prepared for any 'election ever held
in this state. In this, Travis county,
the democratic ballot will. be more
than five feet long. In Dallas county
the ballot will contain a iota! of 167
votes. In many of the other counties
is as bad or worse.
The unusual .size or the ballots and
the consequent likelihood of confu
sion among the voters have brought
something' of, a reaction against the
present Bystem of direct primaries
and there is much talk among politi-
cal leaders of the advisability of mak-
ing a change in the law s.o that the
primary shall affect only the chief
state and county officers, and that
the means of getting names upon the
ballot shall be made more difficult.
In the primary tomorrow most in-
terest will center in the selection of
the democratic candidates for United
States senator and, governor. The
leading, candidates for the toga which
Is now worn by Joseph W. Bailey are
Congressman Morris Sheppard ' of
Texarkana, Congressman Choice B.
Rauttell of Sherman and J. F. Wolters
of Houston. In the gubernatorial
contest Governor O. D. Colquitt has a
rival for the .nomination m the per-
son of Judge W. F. Ramsey, associate
justice of the state supreme court.
In the senatorial fight it is an
alignment of the d conserva-
tive element of the democratic party
against the radicals. Wolters is gen-
erally regarded as the choice of the
conservatives. Sheppard and Randell
arer ldentif iei with the radicals, but
Sheppard is the particular choice ot
the followers of William, J. Bryan,
who for a long time have been bitter-
ly opposed to Bailey.
Notwithstanding the fact the state-
wide prohibition question has no di-
rect bearing upon the United States
senatorshlp, this is one of the chief
issues of the campaign, volters was
chairman of the state
organization during the campaign last
year, and naturally has against him
the prohibition element. The prohi-
bitionists are giving their support to
Sheppard. Randell is
although, he did not take any ac-
tive part in the fight last year. It
is the general opinion, however, the
vote will be divided
between Wolters and Randell, which,
of course, would redound to the bene
fit of Sheppard, as he Is the only pro-
hibitionist In the race. The prohibi-
tion question likewise has Injected it-
self Into the contest for the gover--j
norship. Judge Ramsey is one of the
leaders on the prohibition side and
has made the most of the issue in his
bitter fight for the eeat of. Governor
Colquitt.
The entire state will vote on the se
lection of two congressmen-at-large- .
practically all of the present delega-
tion in the national house of repre-
sentatives expect to be renominated,
though several are meeting with spir-
ited opposition.
The rivalry between the Taft and
Roosevelt republicans dn Texas,
which figured so prominently at the
national convention In Chicago last
month, promises to manifest Itself
even more strongly in tomorrow's prl
maries. The Roosevelt adherents
have arranged to,, hold progressive
primaries, and It is probable that few
of them will attempt tp vote in etlh
er the republican or the democratic
primaries, which will choose dele
gates to the" state conventions to be
held next month. Who' her the pro
gressives will continue to go it ab:ne
or attempt to capture the regular re
publican state convention will be de-
termined later by Ihe lea Inn o' Ih i
new party movement.
For soreness of the muscles, wheth-
her" induced by violent exercise or In- -
Jury, there Is nothing better than
Chamberlain's Liniment This lini-
ment also relieves rheumatic palnB
For sale by all dealers.
Hostess Mr. Mann, you eat roast
beef rare, do you not?
Ouest Tes, rare and rarely.
It
I I
CITY ACCEPTS THE OFFER OF
. POWERS PETTING SETTLE-
MENT OF CONTROVERSY
The "dry: spell" in Is Vegas Is at
an end unci the:, water wagon today
resumed iu regular trips about the
business- - .streets while the merry
play of the hose was noticed again in
the municipal parks. Upon receipt
of Lie letter from Superintendent
Powers of i.the Agua 'Pura company
authorizing, the ctiy to use water for
all municipal purposes until such time
as a new contract is agreed upon,
Mayor Taupert last night ordered city
employes to resume the utilization of
the fluid which runs through the wat
er company's mainsv f
Several inches of dust nad gather-
ed on the surface of the streets dur
ing the time :thef water wagon was
In retirement, and, as a result, the
first trip of the sprinkler this morn
ing left a cloud of duct hanging in
the filr for several mlnntes after that
vehicle iiad passed. Ths driver and
wagon were ?4 so lost' in the dense
blackness that it was thought for a
time it would be necessary to equip
It with a fog horn. 4 ,
If the trouble between the city and
the Agua Pura company Is " settled,
however, as easily ,as was the dust
caused by their disagreement, the
matter will be "disposed of with ease.
The water . and light committee is
busily engaged in writing for infor;
mation from' ptihef .tiitieS in regard to
municipal rates pfd. "When this Is
secured a ;. conf erenee.,. with Superin
tendent Powers will be held nnu it is
believed the watery controversy will
be brought ,lo ;S.-!- , 'Conclusion. The
committee, however, Is determined to
do Its work thoroughly, and, as the
replies from the jarious cities where
inquiries have been . maue are not
expected to arrive" rapidly, it is like-
ly the conference with Mr. Powers
will not occur for some time- -
In the interim tUie city will use
water as before, It having been
agreed that .full" settlement will be
made with the Agua Pura company
from April 1' for. f tj water used, re-
imbursement to, bo made ander the
terms of whatever contract is adopt
ed. Citizens '"of 'the city are glad
that so amicable an agreement has
been arrived upon," as it would have
amounted almost to a calamity had
the parks been allowed to be ruined
for lack of water.
IIONTII BEFORE BODIES
Ci BE RECOVERED
PENNSYLVANIA FLOOD VICTIMS
MUST HAVE MINE AS TEMPOR
ARY GRAVE
Pittsburgh, July 26. Western Penn
sylvania Is recovering slowly fromf
the effects of Wednesday's flood which
visited the coke regions. It will be
more than a month before any effec-
tive effort can be made to reach the
bodies of the 15 men drowned in the
Superba mine iiear TJnlontowri,"for it
will take time to pump the mine dry,
according to an estimate by General
Foreman Buttermore today. The
washouts' on railroads in that section
are being rapidly repaired and all traf
fic may be resumed early next week.
A relief committee, organized at
Uniontown. is caring for the families
made destitute. '
GRAIN INSPECTION
STRONGLY FAVORED
M'CUMBER BILL
, RECEIVES FAV
ORABLE REPORT AT HANDS
OF SENATE
Washington, July 26. Senator Mo
Cumber's bill to, provide for the In
spection and grading of grain entering
into interstate commerce and to se-
cure uniformity in standards and clas
sification was today favorably report-
ed by the senate committee on agri
culture. .
.
The bill provides for the establish-
ment of a graW Inspection and grading
bureau In ttie department of agricul
ture and would require the secretary
to determine and fix classifications
and grades of wheat, Pax, corn, rye,
oats, barley and other grains such' as
in his judgment the usage3 of trade
may warrant and permit.
The opt!ir;pT3S 2 tie newt.
no
u TICS
LAST WEEK OF
Li) oLyloy
COME IN BEFORE THIS
33; PER CENT 01
wish to call special attention to the values offered below. Know- -
,iflg the quality we always maintain, surely you cannot afford to
let this sale go by without getting your share of the good things.
iStubfca nor Johnson Is a republican.
Glasscock of West Virginia, it is
has decided to remain a repub-
lican. The positive refusal of Gover-
nor Deneen of Illinois to follow the
toolt of the Bull Moose la the final an-
swer of the real republicans of Illinois
to the call of Senator Dixon.v
nor Hadley ' weelis ago declared his
Intention of remaining loyal to the re-
publican party.
When Mr. Roosevelt goes to Chica-
go in August to attend his personally
conducted "national convention" he
will have a mere handful of Influen-
tial supporters behind him. The real
brains of his earlier candidacy will be
absent. The support which Hadley
and Deneen gave him before the re-
publican convention and during the
sessions of that body has been with-draw-
It is conceded that Governor
Hadley made a masterful floor leader
for the Roosevelt cause. He was vig-
orous, resourceful, dignified and sin-
cere. Had the Roosevelt contention
h ad any real merit Hadley would have
--won a final triumph, for his popula-
rity with the delegates and the galle-
ries was plainly demonstrated.
The third party press is making;
much of the fact that certain high- -
salaried government employes' are re-
signing to Join with Roosevelt. The
truth of the matter Is that these hlgh-ealari-
Roosevelt employes have
never , been worth the money paid
them. They realize that with the re
election of, Taft there is to be a clean-
ing out of the incompetents. The
last "tennis cabinet" member of the
administrative forces will be ased to
quit." Under the circumstances these
employes find It the better policy to
"resign" now and go to Rooseevlt in
the hope of being given their old
places or better ones in the event
that Roosevelt becomes president
Bgain.
Boosevelt is now surrounding him-
self with osted employes, discredit'!
politicians and soreheads. Scarcely a
man of prominence and ability as
leader is to be found In the Bull Moose
ranks. Therefore his "convention"
will be a gathering of the politically
wounded and distressed. It will bo a
meeting of the "outs"wIstfuly hoping
for a chanae of becoming "Ins." Jha
withdrawal of Hadley, Deneen, Borah
and'other conspicuous
loaders has left Roosevelt with an or-
ganization of mediocres and weak
lings, financed by Wall street. Thus
bas the "overwhelming demand" sim
mered down and fizzled out
15 PER CENT 1- -4 OFF
GFF Complete Line
of Women's
Entire Stock of Ribbed' 5
SHOES UNDERWEAR
WOMEN'S
any ladies SHIRT WAISTS
HAT IN THE Reduced
HOUSE 25 PER CENT
1-
-4 OFF
ALL
WOMEN'S
IBMMHI
APPAREL
'$25 to $35 $10 to $12.50
DRESSES DRESSES
(Slightly Soiled) Your Choice
SILK GLOVES MEN'S UNION
SUITS(Black Only)
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FRECKLE-FAC- Ep a i b pr : PERSONALS
JID-S- U Look at this
'P
fc
Dollars'
.
FANS URGED TO
ATTEND THE
GAMES
100I1IS HAS COOL
THOUSAND TO
BET
It
v- -s Ifo n n r H i Mr0 y L r ( Worth !w u L a L..i
V -- .
Don't forget the demonstration at
Steams', grocery tomorrow.
Alfonso Chavez of this city, was a
visitor in Santa Fe yesterday and to-
day.
Jacob Davidhizer was a visitor in
Las, Vegas today from his farm on the
mesa.
Bass Island Grape Juice on demon-
stration at Stearns' grocery all day
tomorrow.
OKLAHOMA WHITE HOPE WANTS
TO MEET ALL THE GOOD
BOXERS.
Ladies Summer Union
Suits, Low Neck, Sleeveless,
Knee Cuff or Lace Bottom
New Remedy That Removes Freckles
or Costs Nothing
Here's a chance Miss Freckle-Face-
to try a new remedy for freckles with
the guarantee of a reliable dealer
that It will not cost you a penny un-
less it removes the freckles, while
if it does give you a clear complexion,
the expense is trifling.
Simply get .an ounce of othlne
double strength, from any first class
tiruggist In Las Vegas and one night's
treatment will show you how easy
it is to rid yourself of, the homely
freckles and get a beautiful com-
plexion. Rarely Is more than one
ounce needed for the worst case.
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
double strength othine, as this is tho
only prescription sold under guaran-
tee of money back If it fails to re-
move freckles. '
Dr. J. H. Hogg of Mora came in lastlJOcd
f
' ) "II
i
evening from hl3 home and was a vis-
itor here today. INHERE is only oneMrs. . Peter Emenaker and daughter,
bigger dollars
worth in America than
Margaret, are spending the week end
visiting friends at Rociada.
Wright Cellars, of Rocky Ford, Is
A good Quality Corset in"
Three Styles
'dsn' Km W -
expected in from his home Sunday for.
4 pairs of 2& for$1.00. and that is our
Sapulpa, Okla., July 26. Carl Mor-
ris donned his war paint today and
sent a defi 'Jo Luther McCarty. Carl
is as "mad as a wet Ihen" over a story
appearing in a New .York paper,
which he declares is a pack of lies
from beginning to end. He says all
"white hopes" may Just as
well get ready to either meet him or
stop talking about him. A side bet
of $1,000 Is ready to put up, and if
certain local admirers of the big en-
gineer come to the scratch a bet of
$10,000 will soon be arranged.
"The story recently printed In a
New Yor raper at the Instigation of
McCarty or some friends is a mess of
falsehoods from beginning to end,"
declared Carl. "I am determined to
; Value of 3 Dairs to one box--Special EZl irrswunwiiiiiJ
Dingle pair cts. We recommend them
above any 35c stockings on themarket. In fit,
finish and appearance they are perfection,
SUCCESSFUL SUiillER
SCHOOL IS ENDED
nr POPULAR STGXZ
Mm ft GrcSzrl!
Agtntt lot the New Met 10c Pstltrtti
Phon Mam 104.
a short visit here with friends.
, MissVpaisy 'ivhirphy, who nas been
a. studentjat the Normal University
summer school, left last night forAla-mogord-
..','
Attorney M CC Catron of Santa Fe
came in last night from his home on
business. Mr."Catron is a son of Sen-
ator T. B. t!atron.
Mr.' "and Mrs. 'Harry S. Bowman,
who have been in Las Vegas for the
past several day, left thl safternoon
for their home in Santa Fe. ,
UPON THE SHOWING MADE TO-
MORROW AND SUNDAY DE-
PENDS SEASON'S SUCCESS
Prospects for good basebidl for the
remainder of the season are bright,
but much will depend upon the inter-
est and attendance of the fans in tlhe
"games between Trinidad and Las Ve.
gas Saturday and Sunday. At the
present time the management of the
club has, every intention of continuing
throughout the remainder of the sea-
son, but with poor attendance at the
coming series, it is, apt to change
its mind. The subscription list of the
baseball assoc'ation is large .enough
to pay the salaries, of the players, but
that is-.- , not where the trouble lies. It
costs a goodly sum of hard cash to
bring 11 players from Trinidad to
Las Vegas, and consequently It re-
quires a large attendance at games
to break even on the series. The
recent near-failur- e "f the cmb w.as
due to this one reason lack of at-
tendance at games which meant
that the association haa to make up
the deficiency in the expenses of the
visiting clubs.
However, failure is not anticipated,
as there is every -- eason that. the at-
tendance at both games of the ser-
ies should be record breaking. It has
been about three weeks or a montn
since the fans have enjoyed a good
game of ball, arid they are hungry
for a real hot contest. There Is no
doubting that this series between the
Maroons and the crack aggregation
from Trinidad will be one of he
and have the same broad guarantee as pro-
tects alH323. You do not have
to take anv chance about tbeir wear- - I
ing quality. Do you know of
any other 35c stocking that
combines style, ,' fit, finish, and
appearance, with ' a guarantee of
satisfactory wear ? '
ALL ATTENDANCE RECORDS
BROKEN XH3 YEAR AT THE
NORMHL UNIVERSITY.
The summer session of the New
Mexico Normal University closed to-
day, the students leaving this after-
noon and tonight for their homes in
the far corners of the state. The
C. F. Wlckenhleser arrived
afternoon from El Paso, where
get a match with him if there Is any
fight In him. I want Palzer and all
of the other 'hot air crowd of fighters
who think they can best me.
"I have a cool thousand tiieked
away for any of them, but my friends
among the oil producers urge me to
call on them for any amount when a
match can be arranged. I want to
All Good Fellows go to
he had been several weeks, continu-
ing on to. St. Loula late last night
A. Mennet, traveling salesman in
the employ of the Charles Ilfeld com iE. ROSENWALDMl
i
UUU session just .closed was the. most sue
pany, came in this, afternoon from a cessful in the history of tne Normal
University, both in attendance and
'
SONtrip in the northern jpart of the state.S. B. Rohrerof the Topeka Mica work accomplished by the many stud
Mining company of Topeka,-- Kan., and ents. Academic and Normal courses
were offered, the students beingC. J, Price of Topeka,-- came In last
night from the company's mine at RI-- equally divided between the two.
bera.5) At exercises held this aftersoon at
Mrs. Adolph Vorenberg arrived last 4 o'clock eight diplomas, certificates
night on train No. 7 from her home of graduation from the bichelor offastest of the season. Tommy Lochin Tucumcart, and Is In Las Vegas the
ard of Trinidad has picked a bunch pedagogy course, were presented by
Dr Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the school, to students entitled to
Rose, of "Brldgle" Webber and of Har-
ry Vallon. Lieutenant Costlgan, la
the presence of Police Commissioner
Waldo, publicly denied he had made
statements to the grand Jury that
gambling houses could not remain
open without police protection and
that the gambling Bquad only took orr
ders from Commissioner Waldo.
of ball players, all of - whom are
crackerjacks, and they are seemingly
"UUHDEB CAR"LIYSTEBY
NEABINH; SOLUTION
OFFICIALS IN NEW YORK BELIEVE
"THIRD DEGREE". WlLL DO
THE WORK ,
such documents. At this session of
evenly matched with the local boys
the summer school there were 180.
registered students, which number
Trinidad's team Is the only one
that has succeeded in winning from
knock a little of that talk out of Mc-
Carty and can do it In short order If
given a chance.
"Doctor Frampton, my manager, is
authorized to arrange a match with
any of the d white hopes at
the earliest possible date. I will
fight any one of them at any time
and place for every dollar tthat can
be agreed upon. I am no longer an
experiment, but am willing to prove
my claims in te ring. McCarty must
stop this talk or fight"
It's a .good thing for John Arthur
Johnson" that Carl draws the "color
line." If the Ivory domed matchmak-
ers had any brains they .would give
Carl a half dozen matches and then
we wouldn't have to scream about
"white hopes." This thing of discrlm-inatln-
against Sapulpa not Tulsa
any . more has got to' stop. Now
here's Carl with a "cool" thousand
that sounds like a "piking" bet com-
ing from Sapulpa which he is will-
ing to wastfj on any "hope" or
"neighborhood pride" in existence.
It's a shame to keep that "cool" thou-
sand idle during this torrid period.
Scre one ought to grab it. Luther
McCarty or rather Wilhelm McCar-ne- y
had better stop telling lies.
far exceeds that oi last summer andthe Maroons on the local grounds
guest' of her cousin, Mrs. Jake Stern.
Probate Judge Julius Staab, a
prominent i attorney of Albuquerque,
came in yesterday afternoon from the
Duke City on a short business trip.
Charles A. Spiess, who has been in
the city for the past few days on busi-
ness, left last night for Albuquerque.
Santa Fe New Mexican.
Elza Stevenson was In Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon from his ranch
near Cherryvale. Mr. Stevenson re-
ports good rains on the mesa In that
all previous years. Last year theand, as the visitors have materially
strengthened their line-u- p since their
Official Dispenser of
OLD E1PY WHISKY, COOHS
GOLDEN BEER ON CEAFT
All Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies
FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED
Phone Vegas 133 for
WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
Delivered Free.
5tS DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck.
students at the summer school and
San Miguel county Institute, which
were In session, at the same time,
numbered 227, but of this number
last appearance here, they should be
able again to give the Maroons a run
The solution of the intricate plot
that (brought the gambler, Herman
Rosenthal, to his death that be might
not tell more secrets of tie relation
between the police and' gamblers, Is
near at hand. That is the belief to-da-y
of Deputy Police. Commissioner
Dougherty, who prepared to' give the
for the money. Tommy Lochard
manager and captain of the club, who many were students at the institute,
the summer school students being
many less than this year.
The students of the summer school
were not limited to New Mexicans,
section of the country and bright pros-
pects for bumper crops.
will pitch one of the games for the
visitors, is confident that he has the
winning combination tnis time, but
"third degree" to Frank, tllroflcl, whoon the other hand, Freddie .. Owens
For Rent Five room house with
bath, completely furnished. Tor short
time, This is a private homejpjnt
reasonable. The Investment & Agen.
cy Corporation.
i
Statement of The "
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF
NEW YORK jas of date of Dec. 81, 1911. f
Assets $ 587,139,263.05
Liabilities $587,130,263.05
O. C. WATSON,
Manager,
H. O. SNYDER,
Superintendent of Agents, Pueblo,
Colo.
W. G. OGLE,
District Agent, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
there being boys and girls from Okand his Maroons are equally confident
of victory. At any rate it will' not lahoma, Texas, Kansas and Colorado
attending the session.be a walk-awa- for either club.
Charles S. Sheldon, superintendent
of telegraphy, and genejai Inspector
of transportation of the B. & O. rail-
road, passed through Las Vegas this
afternoon on business car No. 904 on
train No- - 10, en route from Califor-
nia to Chicago.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University,
Tomorrow afternoon will be Ladies'
Day and all of the women and girls
of the city are cordially invited by
COUNCILMEN ARRESTED
Detroit, Mich., July 26. Warrants
weer issued this afternoon for the ar-
rest of seven members of the com
the management to attend the game
During the summer months moth-
ers ol young children should watch
tor any unnatural looseness ol the
bowels. When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may he
avoided. Chamberlain's Colic, Chol-
era and Diarrhoea Remedy can al-
ways be depended upon. For sale by
all dealers.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.Free admission to the pant and grand
the commissioner says, is "Dago
Frank," one of the slayers of Rosen-
thal x , r
The confession of William Shapiro
the chauffeur of the "murder car,"
has supplied Commissioner Dougher-
ty and District Attorney Whitman with
many missing pieces oB: 'evidence.
Commenting on the progress made,
Mr. Whitman said:
"I am certain now that, eFery man
that had part in the slaughter of Her-
man Rosenthal will be brought to
Justice."
The public prosecutor says he has
smashed the alibis ol "Bald Jack"
returned this afternoon from Moun- -
stand for the fair fans will be the or mon council of Detroit on charges oftainair, where' he had been In attend
accepting bribes for their votes andance- - at the fifth annual Mountalnalr der of the day, and it Is hoped and
expected that tho stands will be
TOURIST hats Just received In white
corduroy and soft felts. Mrs. L. P.
Wright, 509 Sixth street.
influence in passing of a measure afChautauqua assembly. Dr. Roberts
crowded with women at the opening fecting city property recently trans
game of the series. No limitations
RIDDER KEEPS JOB
l3ea Girt, N. J., July 26. Herman
Ridder of New York, It was learned
today, will continue as treasurer of
the democratic national committee
during the present campaign. .
was one of the speakers at the open
ing of the assembly.
Rev. J. Wilburn Rose, formerly pas- have been placed on number
of FOR SALE Well bred spring pigs at
$2.50 and $3 each. Harry Maurice,
Sapello, N. M. 1 ,
women attending the contest, and
ferred to a railroad preferred. It Is
alleged that $37,000 passed,in bribes.
Thomas Glennan, president or the
common council, and E. K. Schreiter,
secretary of the council committees
and also secretary of the American
tor of the First Christian church, has
returned from a sojourn of several women need not be accompanied b
months in, Oklahoma where he has men. Tomorrow's game will conv
mence at 3:45 o'clock.
Summer colds are nr.ro" to get rid
of, and frequently lead to asthma
bronchitis, and hay fever. Do not let
your cold get a hold on yon, but use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for quick relief. W. p. Allen, Chel-
sea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
Honey and TartCompound to other
cough medicines because It quickly
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold If taken in time. Con-
tains no opiates. O. Q. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
been conducting religious meeting In 53League of MunicipaliSies, were arresthis capacity of J3tate Bible worker.
Mr. osewill take charge of the
Las Vegas" Christian church tempo-
rarily until a successor to the late
ROOSEVELT BOASTS
Rev. W. R. Quiggln is selected. HOUSE DEliOCSm
ed today and other arrests are expect-
ed soon. It is said that Ulinnan ac-
cepted $1,000 "and Schreiter received
f BOO.
Eleven other aldermen are alleged
to have received money for the same
purpose. The alleged graft was In
connection with the application of the
Wabash railroad for the closing of
a street where the road wanted to
build a warehouse.
SAYS THEY WILL
9 fABANDON PANAMA CANALNEXT DamL7fJ7 BTPA
Oyster Bay, N. Y., July 26. An at
tack on the democratlo majority In
the house of representatives for re-
fusing to adopt the two battleships
. ONE MINER KILLED
Charleston, W. Va., July 26. One
Right Food
Works Wonders
'' It is often the case that people drift into wrong habits
of food, although they should know better. -
When one gets into trouble of this sort it's a fine thing
to know how to get out of it. The "food route" is the com-
mon sense way back to health and comfort.
program was made today by Colonel miner was killed today in a skirmish
between strikers ' and armed guards atRoosevelt. Ho declared that the up
the Paint Creek, collieries. Governorbuilding of the navy must go on If
this country is to maintain Its posi Glasscock this afternoon telegraphed
to the camp calling the Second battion among the nations of the wohld.
talion to strike duty at the collieries."When the democrats vote down
T T i M HUSBAND SLAVE DRIVER
J VirsyMa, N. M July 26. For a
the battleship," lie said" If they are
logical, they alsq will vote to abandon
the Panama canaL It Is an outrage
from the standpoint of national honor
and Interest to go on with the Pan
year past a family from Old Mexico,
who may have a name but If they
have, no one seems to know It, have
been living in Costilla. The "gentle
ama canal at all unless we tooth for
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put , his personality and reputation behind his
'
'
'
' '
:
statements.. .' .
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in mating the goods right, but in advertising, nich
will not' prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders. , -
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadyertised goods, be-
cause, "however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
. money in telling others of their goodness.
It Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
FOOD tify It and keep up an adequate navy."
man" of the house seems to think
Congratulates Progressives
Chicago, July 26. 3olonel Theodore
that his wife is personal property and
had forbidden her leaving the house
without his special consent and withRoosevelt In a telegram to Medlll
today sent a message to the out her master being with her.
Last evening the "master" was
away and a neighbor called, the wife
is made of weat and barley, so perfectly cooked that it is
partially d and contains the vital tissue-makin- g
elements required for the daily rebuilding of body and brain.
A dish of Grape-Nut- s and cream for breakfast regularly,
helps mightily to put one in mental and, physical condition
for the day's work.
There's a.&e&son"
Illinois progressives in which he con-
gratulated them on the outlook on the
eve of their state convention. Col-
onel Roosevelt declared that the ac-
tion of the Illinois progressives was
of prime Importance at this time as
an eixample to the entire country.
of a respectable man of the plaza.
The-tw- o t"0k a short walk, when they
met the husband of the woman from
Mexico, who became insane with rage
at finding his wife on the street and,
drawing a ' threatened to
kill both women.'but their screamsW. A. Cameron, traveling freight
of the Santa Fe, was in Las Vegas
today on business, having come in
las night Mr. Cameron makes
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Mich.
brought aid. The "gentleman" from
the sister republic was placed under
arrest and will be given a free trip
to the Taos Jail.ilia uotuqiiai ie,a m i i tiow.
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AROEN ON DRY FARE! CLiFID ON BOARD SHIP It he optic I TOE LOBBY BEST A C R A N T AND CAFFSHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR OINNCRt
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
BUSINESS . ,
..DIRECTORY txThe lighthouse
Keeper SOCIETY DIRECTORY
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meet
. ., every Monday ers-:-"
3HV; nln8 CaUe Hall
CHAPMAN LOOSE NO. L A. P. A
A M. ftaguiar com-
municationA. first andlb f third Thursday in catia
month. Visiting broth-er- a
cordially invited.
N. a Herman, W. M.; . R. Murray.
Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
(j? KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- -
fcMjular conclave swaM Te
6a.j In eaoh mcth at Kar
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Boucher. 8. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re-
corder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Easaiar convoca
tion trst Monday In each
mmta at Maaonle Tem-
pi, st T:S p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; T. O.
Blood, Secretary.
RANSFORO CHAPTER NO. t, O. E.
ftrst and third Fridays In
Maaoada Temple, lira. T. B, Bowen,
Worthy Matroa; James O. RuUedge
Worthy Fatroa; Mrs. George Trioa,
Secretary. Phone Mala 12. 120
Grand avenue.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. O. Hall, on Bouglas avenue, at
8 o'clock, "vtaltiaa; members are
cordially welcome, a. E. Gearing,
president; X T. BokJar, eecratary;
C. a Bally, treasurer.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet la the forest of broth en
love at Woodmen of the Won
nail, on the second and fourth Tr
day of each m6nth at 8 p. m. C. CU
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VI sj
ing neighbors are especially we
com and cordially Invited.
i. E. R08ENWALO LODGE NO. 5,I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
Tuesday of the month in th vestry
rooms of Temjule Moutofiore at i
o'clock p. m. Vlsltina; brothers are
eord&Jly Invited Isaac Appel
President; ' Charles Greenclay, Sec-
retary.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCl.
..NO. 804. Meets second and iour'
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Plonw
building Visiting members are
dlally lnvted. Peter Emenaker, G
K., Richard Devlne, F. 8.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday evening a;
.their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. J . D. Frideastlne, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueo
day evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
dlally Invited to attend.) A. M
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, St
'
retary.
M
I $ r rj n p rt-- -i
I j WiLjli j
; i
1 C O LU MINI
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS '
Five cents per line eaoh Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No sd to occupy less space than two
lines. All advmtls ments charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advancs preferred.
LA
ie wm. f,
it Sid jLto.i
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN t,
For Ssstss
WHITE! Wyandotte hens, 60c, 75c
and 1.00. Mrs. M. E. Johnson,
Humboldt, Kansas.
For ilesst
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
rooms, hath, electrlo lights, etc. Al-
so single room, excellent location.
918 Eighth street '
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street
FOR RENT Furnlsed room for light
housekeeping. 810 Lincoln : avenua.
FOR RENT Three new rooms fur-
nished for light housekeeping. 921
Lincoln.
BULLS ' for service at the Mesa
ranch. Terms cash, M. M. Milli--
gan, M. D.
' An Increasing number of peopie re
port regularly of the satisfactory re
sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills
and commend their healing and cura-
tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills
are a carefully prepared medicine,
guaranteed to contain no harmful or
habit forming drugs. They can have
only a beneficial effect when sed for
kidney and bladder troubles, for
backache, rheumatism, weak back
or lumbago. O. G. Shaefdr, Red Cross
Drug Store.
It you are a housewife you cannot
reasonaDiy nope 10 De neaitny orbeautiful by washing dishes, sweep-
ing and doing: housework all day.
and crawling into bed dead tired at
nignt. iou must get out into the open
air and sunlight. If you do this every
aay ana Keep your stomach and bow-
els In good order by taking Chamber-lain Tablet's when needed, you
snouia Decome bath hnnittiv nA
peaucuuL For sale by all aeaiera.
Buy it now. Chamheriam'a riniii- -
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy in j.
most certain to be needed befora the
summer is over. Buy it now and be
prepared for such an emergency. For
nam ny an aeaiers.
NOTICE.
Notice is herjjy given that sealed
bids for the renovation and renalr
of the court house and jail of Shn Ml
guel county, New Mexlcot according
to plans and SDecificattnnn nnv An
file at the office of the county clerk
and the office of the county survey
or of the said county of San Miguelj
win pe received at the- - said office of
the county clerk until , the fifth day
of AuguBt A. D. 1912, until 10 o'clock
In the forenoon of said day..
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COM-
MISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY
OF SAN MIGUEL, by1 Fidel Ortiz,vChairman."
Attest:
LORENZO DkLGADO, Clerk of tne
Board of County Commissioners.
f cordially Invited
r4?Cha. E. Liebsca
'.V Jjnlor, Chancellor
,'
'Jr Commander. Harry
r Z ' f Martin, Keeper f
!v Records and Seal.
B. P. O. ELKS Meet., second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at Q. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. McEIroy,. Exalted' Ruler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary.
ATTORNEY
HUNKER . HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker Cheater A. Hnn
Attorneys at Law.
Las Vegas, New Mxl
PHYSICIANS
DR. H. W. HOUF
Residence lOlffJFifth St .
Office 606 Grand Avenue
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 4
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
DENTISTS
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST
Successor to
' Dr. E L. Hammond
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 115
Residence Phone Olive 5462.
LOCAL TI'IE CA1
EAST SOUND
Arrive .'
No. 2.... :10 p. m.. :16 p.
No. 4. ...11:06 p m 11:10
No. 8.... 1:16 a. m...... 1:15
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m 2:10
WEST BOUND
No. l......l:20 p. m,. .1:46 p.
No. 8. ...... 6:10 a. m.. ....6:15 p. e
No. 7...... 4:40 p. m.. ....4:50 p.
No. 9. 6:36 p. m.. ....7:00 p. as
There is more Catarrh ia this flec-
tion of the country than all other dis-
eases put together, and until last
few years was supposed to he Incur-abl- e.
For a great many years doc-
tors pronounced it a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly falling to cure with local
treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore
requires constitutional treatment
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
Is the only Constitution.' I cur on the
market It is taken internally In
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on tho blood and mu-
cous surfaces ot the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any
case it fails to cure. Send for cir-
culars and testimonials. ,
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co, To-
ledo, O, ,
Sold by druggists, 75c
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Ads
Best
Small Area Will Give Varied and
' ; Healthful Diet.
While Result on Montana Farm Were
Not Wonderful, Thoy Were Satis-factor- y
and Furnished Abund-
ance of Vegetables.
The dry farmer should plant a lib
eral garden. I believe from my expe-
riences that a kitchen garden of one
and one-hal- f to two acres will not only
give a more varied and healthful diet,
but actually cut down the living
of the average family from
1100 to 300.
.
My garden of 1911 was broken from
the virgin sod from six to nine Inches
deep, writes P. P. Parker of Custer,
Mont., in the Dakota Farmer. It was
situated next to the river and forty
inches above it, so you can readily
see there was no chance for
soil, sandy loam over a gumbo
hard pan at a depth of about two feet.
I planted two-third- s acre of pota
toes April 12, breaking the ground
six Inches deep and placing the pota-
toes' (cut to about two eyes) In each
third furrow and next to the square
side so the next furrow .would Just
break over them. This insures even
and uniform stand. Usually the early
planted potatoes do the best here, the
very best ones I have grown being
planted March 27, although It Is very
probable that In a season like 1911,
later planting would have given equal
If not better results.
April 15 I began to plant small
seeds such as onions, beets, carrots,
salsify, parsnips, spinach, radish, ruta-
baga, turnip, etc. Practically no pre-
cipitation fell from the melting of the
snow, March 1 to 10, until May 15,
when we were favored by heavy rain.
On May 24 I half of the
onion land and planted to pop
corn. On May 26 I set two dozen
each of cabbage and tomato plants,
and more cabbage later on. I planted
a few hills of melon and squash May
15; also cucumbers. Had to replant
part of these later, owing, I believe, to
mice taking the seed. Getting occa-
sional light rains from this time on,
all the varieties grew and produced
well, and while the results would not,
perhaps, be called wonderful, they
were very satisfactory, and not only
furnished an abundance of vegetables
throughout the season, but also put
in the cellar something like 60 bushels
of potatoes, 16 bushels of table beeta,
a sack of carrots, two each of tur-
nips and rutabagas, several of onions,
some salsify and cabbage; also salted
down a keg of cucumbers for pickles.
I had between 100 and 200 melons or
each variety. Squashes, while tney
produced abundantly, were a worth
less mixture. Beans were omitted
from the seed order, so had none, if
PxceDt the Syrian peas, which are
rrfint nroducers here.
From one pound of seed or tne
Golden Bantam sweet corn I had corn
to use for six weeks (not small quan-tie-
either) besides giving consider
able away. Also produced iz quarts
of select shelled seed in addition.
Of onions the Southport Red Globe
is my favorite, and my experienco
would lead one to believe they could
b nrofitablv produced in a commer
clal way upon the dry farm, mere is
no Datent on my way of growing
nniona: they were simply drilled in
tn a rtoPTilv-inverte- d sod which had
been well worked down and after
wards kept clean, frequently going
through them with a fine-toot- h .hana
rake.
Carrots seem the best adapted to
rtrv-lan- d conditions of the root crops,
thoueh I had rutabagas measuring 25
inches in circumference. Plant plenty
nf these and the old cow will willingly
help you dispose of the surplus next
winter.
Soil Cultivation.
Prof. Ralph E. Parschall of the Colo-
rado Agricultural college says that
perhaps the greatest factor affecting
th duty of water is tnai 01 cultiva
tion. If the water absorbed by the
snll can only be retained and made
available for the growth of the plant
the tiroblem of the duty of water has
been practically solved.
' Crops that
will permit a thorough cultivation
after a thorough application of water
will show a decided increase in the
yield. It has been determined that the
evaDoratlon from an uncultivated field
In a single month is four times that of
a similar field having a three-inc- h dry
mulch.
Culture of Alfalfa.
The culture of alfalfa can only be
successful under careful and intelli-
gent cultivation, or in other words.
high-clas- s farming. In the dry farm-
ing sections alfalfa is now successful-
ly grown. Under the irrigation sys
tem the crop is a sure and abundant
one. In the Atlantic states the great-
est returns have only been secured by
those following careful preparation of
ground, heavy fertilizing and best
method of harvesting and feeding the
cron. Western Farmer, Spokane,
Wash.
Poultry In the Orchard.
A well-draine- d orchard promotes
the life of your trees; a well-draine- d
poultry yards affords a long life to
your flock. Why not plant both on
the same plot of grounl?
The droppings from the poultry as
they roam over the orchard are valu-
able. In order to keep up the fertil-
ity of the soil in the orchard, one
must use a good fertilizer, and there
is nothing more valuable In this line
than poultry manure.
'gSRSSJii FLIZT, Prep
Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor
416 Grand Ave v
Phone Main 447
Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for "Hire
A. H. Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing:,
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN--C
Heavy Hardware and
Wagon Material
CLAY AND HAVENS
i
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.,
Good Eijs & Prompt Service
1202 National Ave Phone Main 71
PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
' and Glazing.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
West Side Plaza . . . . Old Town
H. 0. YOUNG
'ILAWMOERS SHARPENED
Lock and (Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing
520-6t- h Street E. Las Vegas
.Automobile," Carriage f&
mi Gil pa ianna
N. 0. HERMAN
429 Grand Ave
PLAZA HOTEL
NEWLY REMODELED
Private Baths and Lavatories
1'
Eteai Heat Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week orMenth
Our Ice is not only absolutely pure
it's cheaper than ithe Impure Ice In
the long run. It lasts longer, tastes
better and is more wholesome In every
way. Don't purchase Inferior Ice when
you can get our Ice at the price you
an. A rial order will convince you
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227
ft
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0
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Every third month a broad-shou- l
dered, squarely-buil- t man promenaded
along the quays of the little fishing vil
lage on the Island ot Pelworm. He
was dressed In a black Prince Albert
coat, white .vest and stovepipe hat
when he walked along the quays, but
when he disappeared he took up his
vocation of attending the lighthouse
on Bishop's rock.
Why he had entered this branch of
the government service I have never
been able to find out. Now, at the age
Of forty-nin- he was filled with a hor
ror of the sea, and the Prince Albert
coat, which he wore during his week
off, he put on as a protest against his
work. Northing gave him more pleas-
ure than to be taken for a drummer.
SKegler was his name.
"The sea is aa smooth as a polished
floor," he said to me one day when we
were sitting together on the shore
looking westward to where the light-
house was dimly visible against the
sky, "but the sea is treacherous.
'Around Bishop's rock there are un
dertows, currents and eddies ' which
nobody knows. Fortunately. I have
only one more winter to spend there,
though it would be Just like my luck
If the old tower should blow down this
winter In a storm from northwest"
'He Voiced the general opinion of the
Islanders. The former lighthouse had
been swept away by the waves, and,
although the new one had been stand-
ing for several years, every one knew
that a fog-hor- n situated sixty feet
above the rock had been carried away
by the foaming waves during a stormy
night
Zlegler trembled and stood up.
"Thank the Lord, I have only one
more winter to spend out there, ' he
said.
"And then?" I queried.
"Then I am to be transferred, to the
North Foreland lighthouse and will be
able to live ashore with my wife and
boy. By the-wa- I wanted to speak
to you about Leopold. He will soon
finish school, and what are we to do
with him then?1 Come along home
with me and have a chat with my wife
and the hoy."
Fran Zlegler was a
buxom matron, whom no one would
suspect of morbid ideas, but she, nev-
ertheless, shared her husband's horror
of the sea.
"It seems a miracle that it has not
blown down," she said, "for It looks
to me like a challenge to God."
Then we talked about the boy and
als prospects.
"I hope to meet you next year," I
said when I left "I shall call on you
In your new home, Ulegler." '
"If the lighthouse, does not topple
DVer this winter," he replied.
The lighthouse did not topple over
that winter,! but Zlegler was not
transferred to North Foreland light
Two years passed before I returned.
But one day in spring I once' more vis-
ited the island, and my first walk took
sie through the little cemetery. A
aew tablet in the wall caught my eye.
t read the inscription. It said that
Siegler had died the year before on
Christmas night. Of his death the
gave no information.
I walked slowly toward the little
fishing village and involuntarily I turn-
ed my steps toward the signal house
on the cliff. I was so filled with
thoughts Of Ziegler that I was not at
all surprised to find his wife there,
staring toward the lighthouse as ol
'Did.
"I had heard nothing about it," 1
laid as I shook her hand.
Then she told me how her husband
llsappeared.
On Christmas eve the light was to
aave been lit at four o'clock, but the
minutes passed and at half past the
Bishop's rock was still dark. On the
Island people realized that something
had hannened and the cutter was
made clear.
Of the three men In the lighthouse
inly two were found. They said that
Zlegler had taken the day watch while
:he other slept. He was to call them
1 little before four, but when they
woke up It was dark and Ziegler was
aot about.
When they lit the light they saw
that he had made an entry In the
lournal at 3:40 that a schooner was in
sight. They looked everywhere, final
ly descending the spiral stairway. The
lower door was open. From this a
narrow iron ladder led down to the
little landing.
There waB only one explanation.
Ziegler must have gone cut on the
Iron ladder, then stumbled and fallen
Into the gea.
This is what Frau Zlegler told me
and I wondered why she should want
to go on living here.
She shaded her eyes with her hand
and stared across the sea.
"There is that cutter from the light
house," she said. "Come down to the
harbor with me and shake hands with
Leooold. He is third man on the
Bishop now." I
"You are surprised," she went on aa
she looked at me. "Do you remember
that the last entry that Fredertch
made was about a schooner? That
schooner went ashore on the rocks at
half past five that Christmas eve. One
man lost his life, the rest were saved,
That man was drowned because my
husband had not lit the light In time
and that Is why I gave my son In
stead. If the Bishop's light goes' down
this comlnal winter It is only a life
for a life."
Grace I've had ten offers of mar
riage since we left Liverpool.
Jennie Mercy, goodness!
Grace Yes; all from Fred.
WISE WOMAN
Ella Bella ha given up playing
jrldge whist and has thrown her cards
n the fire.
StellaBurned her bridge behind
aer, so to speak.
WORRY,
1 1
01 ifo
Miss jailer Does your husband en
joy a baseball game?
Mrs. Fiend He says be does, but
I'm glad he doesn't have to worry a
much about his business as he does
about the umpire's decisions.
HOW IT LOOKED
Gladys The count saya Edith is
pure gold.
Jack That means another gold ship
ment to Europe, I suppose.
NOT ALWAYS
" llll fill
MM) .mmo
fccx Advice is cheap.
Fox It's quite evident you ve net
consulted a specialist.
RETAIL PRICES . V '
tgBOS lbs. or More, Eaoh Delivery 20s per Its Iks.
1,IS8S Is, to 2,02 ifca, Eaoh Delivery jao pedes lies.8SS Is, te 1.00S lbs Eaok Deftvwy tOs per 1SS rfc.
6 lbs. to 20. lbs, Eaoh DRvry .i...... 49 per 1W lbs.
Lose Than 6 lbs Each Diivry .................. IS per 1a lbs.
A G U A P U R A C 0 II P A',N Y
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
' Famus Office 701 Douglas Avenue. ,
ANT
Are
Market Finder 23sr
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to some,
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
'
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of thebest markets! ,
FOLEY'S
HONEY and TAR
COMPOUND
For over three decades a favorite
household medicine forCOUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable.' The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes. "
O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.
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natf7 Don't forget the demonstration
Stearns' grocery tomorrow.LOCAL NEWSTT incm EXTRA SPECIALT TTI j RD Stop and see the bargains shown inour window. Talchert's
.Douglasi 11 See Van Petten for inauranca.A 1 THREi.r UKTry a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Ear.
Bass Island Grape Juice on demon-
stration at Stearns' grocery all day
tomorrow.
Our entire line of Bummor millinery
One-Hal- f off. stras. You cannot afford to miss our
Round-n- p sale. Talchert's Douglas
avenue.
lliiJLL HLw LJLjM)
lILL OEJSID F03
STRUCTURES AT- VILUANUEVA,
AZUL AND PECOS ARE DESIR-
ED
r
BY CITIZENS
Peltlons asking for the construction
of three bridges will be presented to
the board of county commissioners
when it meets in adjourned session to-
morrow morning.' The bridges
to 'be erected are to be located
at Villunueva, Pecos and Azul. The
Vlllanueva bridge will prove of great
practical use to the people of San Mi-
guel county as its construction will
make possible an admirable highway
loading to Vaughn and other parts of
Guadalupe county. Las Vegans believe
If this bridge Is built the Vaughn-Roswe- ll
automobile stage line will be
LAS CRUCES CANTALOUPES. WATERME-
LONS (ALABAHA SWEETS,) NATIVE
APPLES, NAVITE TABLE APPLES.
Boatonlan shoes ,are high In quality
and low In price, at Talchert's.
Mr- -
The Modern Woodmen of America
will meet tonight in the Woodmen of
the World hall on Sixth street. A
large attendance is desired.
COYS
BcJE
SLITS
Fineh'i Golden Wedding Rye, agvd
In the wood. Direct from filatffiery
to you.' AX the Lobby, ot coon,LAS CEDCES FEACCESCAUOIA FSUhlS
IS"JE
BASIS
45
A ehort session of the probate court
was held thla morning, adoption maC
ters being the regular order of
CALIFORNIA FEACKES
J. D, Coffman, aged S3, and Dorat
Pratt, aged 27, both residents of Las
Vegas, were unlated In marriage yes-
terday afternoon at the court house by Maw . 45GProbate Judge Adelaldo Tafoya. tv.ICE DAMS
THE CASH GROCER
For Sale One Blrdseye dresser,
Singer sewing machine, convertible
couch, sectional bookcase. C.
1055' Sixth street
Judge David J. Leahy today began
hearing evidence in the case of Zeno- -
extended to Las Vegas. Traffic with
Guadalupe county settlements also
would be opened up to Las Vegas.
The commissioners also expect to
complete the tax levy upon the fram-
ing of which, they began several days
blo Salazar against C. Catron and oth
era In his chambers on the Plaza. The
The memory of the late J. B. Vaur case nivolves title to lands, upon the
ago. It is said that the levy, in spitewill be commemorated tomorrowCJOO E IF OVER of the facts new bridges are to be
AH our 5o 65, and 75c Boys Blouse Waists
and Hoys Coat Shirts in all colors at 45c.
THE GUA"AMED EK3
mornlngi at mass at 8 o'clock in the
Mora grant. Mr. Catron Is here from
Santa Fe and A. C. Voorhees, a Raton
attorney, valso Is In the city, to present built anil new roads are to be conChurch of the Immaculate Concep
structed will be' no higher than thetion. All friends and relatives of arguments in the case.
levy of last year. This notwithstandMr. Vaur are Invited to attend the
ing the fact that the state levy hagservices. Mr. Vaur died, on July 27, been Increased.It is not unlikely that a boxing
match between Louis Newman, the1910. r
GREENBERGERThursday, August 1, has been set aswell known lightweight pugilist of theDenver district, and " Chicago"The touring car owned and driven the date when the Las Vegas troop ofTommy Ford, will be staged in Las Boy Scouts will start on Its annualVegas In the near future.. Bob York,by Colonel M. Mi. Padgett, last nightcollided with a 'southbound street car
on Sixth street between Douglas and
hike and encampment. ' Several post
manager of the Chicago boy, is a vis ponements of the encampment haveltor in Las Vegas at the present time been made, but. barring some unfore
making arrangements , for the bout, seen event, the start positively willwhich he hopes to stage on or about
Lincoln avenue. The auto was only
slightly damaged, the fender on the
left side being bent and the steering
knuckle broken. The automobile had
been standing in front of Graal and
be made on this date. At the presentAugust 20. time 15 members of the Boy Scout or
ganlzatlon have signified their inten
tlon of making the trip, and it isMiss Alice Hunt, who has been aresident of Las Vegas for tne past probable that by August 1. the num
Hayward's store and Colonel Padgett
was making the turn to go north on
Sixth Btreet. He did not see the ap-
proaching car and neither the mortor- -
seven years, died last nignt at 1 ber will be swelled to 20 or 25. Boys
o'clock in the Las Vegap nospital,
Miss Hunt, who came here from Cin
TOMORROW
SATURDAY, THE 27th
AT THIS STORE
MISS L D.: SMITH
Will Demonstrate
BASS ISLAND GRAPE JUICE
ALL DAY
Don't Foil tb'Gome
J Wm STEAIISIS s
man nor Colonel Padgett was able
to stop in time to avoid the collision.
not members of the scouts have been
invited to make the trip and their ap-
plications will be received up to next
Tuesday, two days befora the start to
cinnati, O., for her health, had been
THE SEASON'S
GREATEST
OPPORTUNITY
To close out our
stock of refrigerators
we will give
25 FES CENT OFF
ECU CASH
.
confined in the hospital for two
months previous to her death. SheGeorge Trultt, the Santa "Fe brake- - camp. The boys this year will go to
the Rio de la Casa, about 40 mileswas 57 years of age and a native oi lnorth of here, and they expect tothe Buckeye state. ' Previous to com-ing to New Mexico she was employ- make the trip in two days. Wagons
man, who sustained a badly crushed
leg and cuts on the head arid body
In a fall from the rear end of an east-boun- d
"drag" yesterday at Sprin-
ger, is reported to be Improving, How-
ever, it Is not known whether it will
'
ed as a stenographer. Miss' Hunt is will carry camp equipment, but the
survived by a brother and aunt, resi hoys will march to camp. Professordents of Ohio. Miss Hunt was a mem C. Baker, and Professor O. C. Zinggber of the Baptist church. During her will accompany the scouts as leadersbe necessary to amputate the Injuned
residence here she made many A. R. Marwick, scoutmaster, will also
accompany the troop.
man's leg. The bones of the right
limb below the knee are badly crush-
ed and splintered and It will be three ON EVERY REFRISERATOH IN TOE HOUSE
friends who mourn her loss. No fun-
eral arrangements have been made.
The body is being cared for by J. C.
Johnsen & Son. 1 'or four days before the physicians will
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S,
For parties remaining one month orknow If amputation is necessary.
None of Trultt'a Injuries other than through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros." of--the crushed leg is of a seriouo nat
Come early so as to get a style to suit you. Goods Guaran-
teed to be sold ori basis of original marked prices in plain figures.
7
Mr" t
flee 6J 4 Lincoln avenue.ure and his general condition Is better CAHP OF INSTRUCTION
ENDS SUCCESSFULLY
than yesterday. Trultt Is unable to
a j mm mmt l& mmm state whether the wheels of the ca-
boose passed over his leg but had this
READY FOR BUSINESS.
The Romero Mining Co. wishej totf J J LJ tJ' W iUJ a
announce that they have compieted J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
"Complete Furnishers of The Home."
OFFICERS OF, NEW MEXICO
GUARD RETURN HOME BET-- '
TER EQUIPPED. -
bqen the case the limb probably
would have been completely severed.
The crew of the train Is due In Las
Vegas tonight or tomorrow at which
time an investigation of the accident
will be held.
the installation of machinery for the
concentration of ores in their plant,
and will receive all kinds of ore tor
concentration at a very reasonable
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
The officers of Ehe First, infantry,
New Mexico ' National Guard, who
have been in attendance at a school
of instruction on the rifle range north
of the city for the past ten days,
broke camp this morning, leaving on
price; will give mill run tests on
any quantity desired. The capacity
of the plant Is 50 tons of ore per
day. Mill is situated 16 miles from
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
per ton from Las Vegas to the mill
the afternoon trains for tnelr homes. 3. Address all commu.ilcatio.is
Dollars ia WoarOe
Ceils In Wasblng During
tne ten days' session of the to Margarito Romero, general mana
officers' school much successful work ger, El Porvenir, N. M.
See window display of new mid
summer felts. Strass'.
We have on hand a complete stock of
mm im,mm mim AKima screens
At The Most Reasonable Prices
an
B
Finest Quality Fruits andenrPTMT tables From Field to Can
I The Same Day. sy
ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED,
Noted For
QUALITY PURITY CLEANLINESS
ASK YeUil GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND
Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
tf you receive in return a ser-
vice so conscientious and pains-
taking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
, Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs into dollars.
Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.
has been accomplished and the mili-
tiamen returned to their companies
with their beads full to the point of
overflowing with military tactics and
the war game.
Five hours every day of the . en-
campment were Bpent in instruction.
This time was given over to the
studying the revised regulations, map
making and map reading, ana to the
solving of problems In the war game.
Yesterday morning a map of the
country was made by the militiamen,
following the instructions of the
school and using the new cavalry
sketch kit.
Colonel B. C. Abbot, the command-
ing officer of the regiment, was in
charge of the camp,, and Captain A.
, iGet our quotations before buying.
;. ',j..v.f ;.
Phone Main 150 6ld-ToW-
FRESH EVERY DAY
BAKERY GOODS
The Best in le City
i
P. Watts and Lieutenant Rozelle, of
Las y Vegas Steain
Tte lioma cf tiia Best b Everything EstaKa
.
;
.
We. Hxvc Fresh Every""Day
PIES COOKIES DOUGHNUTS CAKES
JELLY COLLS GINGEIVDnEAD
the Eighteenth and Twenty-secon- d
regular Infantry, respectively, which
are stationed on the Mexican border,
were the supervising officers..
'
Twenty officers were in tne camp,
"Lai
V
Bread, fiolls,
Cookies, Fies.Cies,
liaiiiilli3j ; - '
Fried
"
Ca&es - and
all of the companies of the regiment
beinar renresented by one or morePhone Mala 8i . 617 DougIs$Are
officers. Every "wisitor; 4a Las :Vegas fo call
upon us. lifirlycur friends Our store
is one of & a show places of Vejjas.
ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.
Cinnamon Rolls
ALL KINDS OF
.
LAYEH CAKES, LOAF CAKES,' A?EL FCCD CAKES
V M "
EUhS, PAHKEf! HOUSE RCLLS,
FCPPY SEED ECLLS,
CiNNAfJON ROLLS
EEEAD AND A FLLL Wll CF BAKE15 GOODS
THIS IS A GOOD TIME
To Sow Clover i and Blue Grass
For Lawns,
WE 'SELL THE SEED ftI
507 SIXTH
STREET
PHONE
VCGAS 121THE GRAAF & I!AYVA"D CO. STORE FEI10Y ONION a SON
-S- EEDSMEN & FLORISTS
'jj "The Store of Satisfaction"
!'.; P. S. Next Door o POST OFFICE
'"'
'' ' "' EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGA SOPTIC
(ini
44.
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